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Abstract
In 2018 JAXA’s Hayabusa-II spacecraft will arrive at the C-type asteroid 1999 JU3 to
perform in-depth analysis of the NEO and collect samples for the return to Earth. One
of its payloads is the Mobile Asteroid Surface Scout (MASCOT), developed at the
DLR Institute of Space Systems. After being released from Hayabusa-II, MASCOT
will autonomously perform in-situ analyses on the asteroid surface. To align its
instruments, MASCOT must determine its attitude and reposition itself if necessary.
One of the attitude determination concepts makes use of temperature sensors. This
study focuses on the development, testing, and simulation of these Orientation Tem-
perature Sensors (OTS), based on an existing design with three distinct sensor-types.
The new OTS hardware features improved performance, and removes problems expe-
rienced with previous iterations. Data gathered during thermal-vacuum tests is used
for evaluation, and to validate a newly developed thermal model of these sensors.
This model allows simulating sensor behavior under diﬀerent conditions and during
the mission, using a number of baseline cases as reference. The collected data is
analyzed to see if one of the sensor types – or a combination of them – can be used
to determine the orientation of MASCOT on the asteroid surface.
Results show that a low absorptance sensor-type has the lowest temperature when
it is directed towards space, independent of sun illumination. This allows identifying
the orientation of MASCOT on the asteroid surface, using a single sensor on each
side. In addition, a second sensor-type on each side of MASCOT can be used to
determine the direction of the Sun vector from the temperature diﬀerence between
the two sensors. This concept provides greater accuracy, and is unaﬀected by the
inﬂuence of unknown properties of 1999 JU3. This could prevent use of the single
sensor concept, but has so far not been observed during the conducted simulations.
A problem that aﬀects both concepts is the stabilization time until the sensor read-
ings can be considered valid. While a period of 15 minutes represents an unlikely
worst-case, some downtime will occur after landing and during relocation/up-righting
maneuvers. This aﬀects the already limited lifetime of MASCOT, and reduces the
time available for the collection of scientiﬁc data.
While the OTS will not be used for the attitude determination of MASCOT due to
availability of faster concepts, two sensors will be included on the bottom side of
MASCOT. This allows a validation of the developed hardware and concepts for use in
future missions, as the OTS provide an inexpensive, lightweight alternative to other
sensors, such as photo-electric cells. During the MASCOT mission, the OTS will also
provide additional data regarding the thermal environment of 1999 JU3.
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Zusammenfassung
Die japanische Raumsonde Hayabusa-II wird in 2018 den C-Typ Asteroiden 1999 JU3
erforschen und Proben für die Rückkehr zur Erde sammeln. Mit an Bord ist der vom
Institut für Raumfahrtsysteme des DLR entwickelte Mobile Surface Asteroid Scout
(MASCOT). Nach dem Abwurf wird MASCOT autonom Untersuchungen der As-
teroidenoberﬂäche vornehmen. Zur Ausrichtung seiner Instrumente muss MASCOT
seine Lage bestimmen können, und sich gegebenenfalls aufrichten.
Ein Lagebestimmungskonzept basiert auf Thermalsensoren, deren Entwicklung, Test
und Simulation im Mittelpunkt dieser Arbeit stehen. Für diese Orientierungs Tem-
peratur Sensoren (OTS) werden drei auf einem bestehenden Konzept basierte Sen-
sortypen untersucht, die sich durch ihre optischen Eigenschaften unterscheiden. Die
thermische Isolation zu MASCOT wurde verbessert, und in früheren Iterationen auftre-
tende Probleme beseitigt. Dies wird durch Thermal-Vakuumtests belegt, deren Daten
auch zur Validierung eines neu entwickelten OTS Thermalmodells benutzt werden.
Simulationen der Sensoren werden unter Berücksichtigung der für MASCOT entworfe-
nen Missionsszenarien unter verschiedenen Bedingungen durchgeführt. Die Ergebnisse
deuten darauf hin, dass die aus den Sensoren gewonnenen Daten zur Lagebestimmung
von MASCOT auf der Asteroidenoberﬂäche benutzt werden können.
Eines der untersuchten Konzepte basiert auf den Messungen eines einzigen Sensortyps,
auf allen Seiten von MASCOT. Durch einen geringen Absorptionsgrad wird der Ein-
ﬂuss von Sonneneinstrahlung minimiert, wodurch die niedrigste Temperatur immer
auf der dem Asteroiden abgewandten Seite auftritt. Durch einen zweiten Sensor ist
es möglich, den Sonnenwinkel auf den beleuchteten Seiten zu bestimmen, und so die
Richtung des Sonnenvektors abzuschätzen. Dieses Konzept ist durch noch unbekan-
nte Eigenschaften von 1999 JU3 nicht beeinﬂusst. Diese können ein Problem für das
Einzelsensor-Konzept darstellen, und eine korrekte Lagebestimmung verhindern.
Ein Problem das beide Konzepte betriﬀt, ist die Wartezeit bis zur Stabilisierung der
Messungen. Diese kann unter Umständen bis zu 15 Min betragen, und tritt nach der
Landung und Aufrichtungsmanövern auf. Zwar kann während der Mission von einer
kürzeren Stabilisierungsphase ausgegangen werden, diese kann jedoch durch die kurze
Lebensdauer von MASCOT die Zeit für wissenschaftliche Messungen beeinträchtigen.
Wegen der Verfügbarkeit schnellerer Konzepte werden die OTS nicht zur Lagebes-
timmung von MASCOT eingesetzt. Zwei Sensoren werden jedoch zur Validierung für
zukünftige Missionen mitgeführt, da die OTS eine kostengünstige Alternative zu an-
deren Lagesensoren (z.B. Solarzellen) darstellen können. Die OTS werden zusätzlich
für wissenschaftliche Messungen auf der Oberﬂäche von 1999 JU3 eingesetzt.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The Hayabusa-II Mission
JAXA’s Hayabusa-II mission to the Near-Earth Asteroid 1999 JU3 is planned to launch
at the end of 2014 from Tanegashima Space Center (TSC) in the south of Japan,
using the H-II launch vehicle. After Earth departure and an Earth ﬂyby maneuver
(EDVEGA) in late 2015, the spacecraft will arrive at the asteroid 1999 JU3 in June
of 2018. Most of Hayabusa-II’s systems have been adopted from its predecessor,
MUSES-C (Hayabusa); some components have been redesigned, and additional pay-
loads added. An overview of the spacecraft is shown in Figure 1–1.
Ka-band High-Gain Antenna (KaHGA)
Solar Array Paddle (SAP)
X-band High-Gain Antenna (XHGA)
MASCOT lander
Sampler
Re-entry Capsule
MINERVA
Figure 1–1: Image of the Hayabusa-II spacecraft. The location of the MASCOT as-
teroid lander is visible, below the antenna. Image courtesy of DLR & JAXA.
After arriving at 1999 JU3, Hayabusa-II is tasked with a number of objectives for the
investigation of the asteroid, using its on-board instruments and deployable payloads
(Table 1–1).
Once remote study of the asteroid is completed, Hayabusa-II will collect samples for
returning them to Earth. Departure from the asteroid is planned in December 2019;
Earth return will be at the end of 2020. A re-entry capsule is used to safely return
the collected samples to Earth.
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Table 1–1: Overview of the payloads on board Hayabusa-II. Both on-board instru-
ments and deployable payloads are listed (Yano 2012).
On-board Instruments
Sampler sample arm used to collect soil samples for Earth return
ONC-T multiband imager (0.4 – 1.0 m)
NIRS3 near IR spectrometer (1.8 – 3.2 m)
TIR thermal IR imager (8 – 10 m)
LIDAR laser altimeter (50 – 50 000m)
Deployable Equipment
Target
Markers
visual markers to assist during proximity maneuvering for sample operations
(quantity: 5)
MINERVA
I, II-1 & II-2
three small solar powered surface rovers based on Hayabusa-1 design; equipped
with cameras, thermal sensors and mobility unit(s).
MASCOT mobile surface scout with multiple, advanced payloads (see Section 1.3)
SCI small carry-on impactor, used to create an artificial crater on the asteroid surface
DCAM deployable camera, ejected from Hayabusa-II to observe the impact of the SCI
The complete mission proﬁle of Hayabusa-II is shown in Figure 1–2. The following
tasks are performed during the mission phase – not necessarily in the given order:
• global characterization of 1999 JU3
• MINERVA and MASCOT deployment
• dress rehearsals for sample collection
• sample collection (up to 3 times)
• creation of an artiﬁcial crater (SCI and DCAM deployment)
In total, a period of approximately 1.5 years (June 2018 to December 2019) will be
spent at 1999 JU3 for these tasks, allowing an in-depth study of the asteroid.
year
month
2014
12
2015
06    12
2016 2017 2018
06
2019
12
2020
12
IES operation
(EDVEGA & Transfer Phase)
IES op. 
(Return 
Phase)
Science observation & 
Sampling (Mission Phase)
Departure
from 1999JU3
Earth 
Return
Arrival
at 1999JU3Earth swing-byLaunch
Global Mapping
Payload Deployment, Dress 
Rehersals, Sample and
Impact Operations
(Back-up
windows)
Figure 1–2: Overview of the Hayabusa-II mission profile. The period from launch in
December 2014 until Earth return in December 2020 is shown (Yano 2012).
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1.2 Target Asteroid – 1999 JU3
1999 JU3 is one of the few C-type1 asteroids that is accessible for robotic exploration
and sample-return in the current time-frame. As an Apollon asteroid, it has a semi-
major axis greater than 1AU, and a perihelion distance of less than 1.07AU, resulting
in an Earth-crossing orbit. Figure 1–3 shows the orbit of 1999 JU3, including the
positions of the asteroid, Earth, and Mars during the start of the mission. The
asteroid’s orbital parameters are listed in Appendix A.1; Table A–1. A view of the
asteroid orbit in the Sun-Earth rotating frame is also available (Appendix A.1, Figure
A–1).
−1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
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Mars
1999 JU3
−1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
−0.2
0
0.2  
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Z 
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Figure 1–3: Orbit diagram of asteroid 1999 JU3 in the heliocentric fixed-frame
(top and side view). Earth and Mars orbits are included for reference. The
location of all three bodies during the launch of Hayabusa-II are plotted as
well.
1 Carbonaceous asteroid, defined by a low albedo (0.03–0.10); most common group of asteroids.
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The shape model of 1999 JU3 is shown in Figure 1–4. Expected properties of the
asteroid are listed in Table 1–2. Currently, many properties have still not been com-
pletely deﬁned, and wide ranges or diﬀerent sets of values are assumed for certain
properties (Biele 2013; Müller 2011; Abe 2008).
Figure 1–4: Shape model of 1999 JU3 from different viewpoints. The image shows
the front (l), side (c) and top (r) view of the asteroid, created using data from
(Müller 2011).
Table 1–2: Known properties of 1999 JU3. The listed values are based on currently
available data (Biele 2013).
Parameter Value Unit
orbital period Torbit 1.30 years
absolute Magnitude H 18.82  0.021 –
size (diameter) 870  30 m
rotational period Trot  7.63230541 hrs
spin-axis orientation (longitude  , latitude  ) (331, 20) , (73, -62) deg
reflectance  (Albedo) 0.063  0.006 –
absorptance  0.93 –
emittance  0.93 –
bulk density  1390 (1100 – 1500) kgm 3
thermal inertia Γ 67 – 500 W s 1/2m 2 K 1
specific heat capacity cp 600 J kg
 1K 1
thermal conductivity  0.0054 – 0.2998 Wm 1 K 1
 Kawakami Model (Kawakami 2010).
 Mueller Model (Müller 2011).
1.3 The MASCOT Asteroid Lander
The Mobile Surface Asteroid Scout (MASCOT) is one of the payloads that will land
on the asteroid 1999 JU3 after the arrival of Hayabusa-II. Unlike Hayabusa-II itself,
MASCOT is being developed outside of Japan by the German Aerosapce Center
(DLR) in Germany, and the National Center of Space Research (CNES) in France.
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MASCOT is a box-shaped robot with dimensions of approximately 275mm  290mm
 195mm. It carries a number of scientiﬁc payloads, used to perform in-situ analysis
on the asteroid surface. An overview of MASCOT and its components is shown in
Figure 1–5; the payloads are described in Table 1–3.
MARA
MicrOmega
MAG
WAC
E-Box
PECS
OPS
Top-AntennaBattery
Figure 1–5: CAD image of MASCOT. The outer SLI-walls have been removed to provide
a better view of the internals. Image courtesy of DLR.
Table 1–3: Overview of MASCOT payloads. GNC sensors (OPS, PECS) are not in-
cluded in this list.
Payload Name Description
MicrOmega
optical microscope and IR spectrometer for detailed analy-
sis of the asteroid soil
WAC
wide-angle camera for taking detailed images during the
descent and on-asteroid phase; includes multi-colored LEDs
for illumination
MARA
radiometer with 6 thermopile sensors with diﬀerent ab-
sorber surfaces
MAG
magnetometer for measurement of the asteroid’s magnetic
ﬁeld
After separation from its Mechanical and Electrical Support System (MESS) inside
Hayabusa-II at a height of 100m MASCOT will touch down on the surface at local
noon, after a descent of approximately 30 minutes. MASCOT then has roughly 2
asteroid days ( 16 hours) on the surface to perform all of its mission objectives,
before its battery is depleted (DLR 2012). An overview of the MASCOT operational
sequence is shown in Figure 1–6; end of life is expected sometime during the second
night.
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SDL-Phase On-Surface Operation
Home Position
20 km
Deployment 
Altitude
100 m
altitude
Relocation
1 asteroid day
Up-Righting
MASCOT 
Separation
Hayabusa-II 
Spacecraft
Descent (30min)
Figure 1–6: Overview of the MASCOT operation sequence at 1999 JU3. It covers
the first full asteroid rotation, from Hayabusa-II release at local noon, until
the next day (7.6 hrs). Image courtesy of DLR (Lange 2010).
The use of battery power allows MASCOT to operate independent from the day and
night cycle on the asteroid. An excenter mass is used as up-righting mechanism, and
for relocation after the ﬁrst asteroid day. This is necessary, as almost all payloads
require MASCOT to be in a speciﬁc position relative to the asteroid surface, in order
to conduct their investigations. Due to the long transfer times between 1999 JU3
and Earth ( 13–19min)2, all recorded data is relayed to Earth via Hayabusa-II. Due
to the latency caused by these transfer times and its limited lifetime, MASCOT needs
to perform all of its tasks on the asteroid surface autonomously. These tasks include:
• initial up-righting after touchdown on the surface
• management of the payload’s scientiﬁc operations
• collection and transmission of scientiﬁc data to Hayabusa-II
• relocation via hopping
• up-righting after relocation
The autonomous up-righting requires sensors which allow MASCOT to determine
its orientation relative to the asteroid surface. To describe MASCOT’s orientation
on the surface, a local coordinate frame with the directions North, West and Up
(NWU) is used (Schlotterer 2012). Determination of MASCOT’s attitude in this
NWU-frame is performed by a number of GNC sensors, including Photo-Electric Cell
Sensors (PECS), and Optical Proximity Sensors (OPS) (Schlotterer 2013).
2 Based on expected distance between Earth and 1999 JU3 during the mission, times the speed of
light c0.
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1.4 Use of Thermal Sensors for Attitude
Determination of MASCOT
While the PECS and OPS sensors represent the current baseline for MASCOT’s GNC
concept, an additional type of sensor is being investigated. This sensor uses the
temperature readings from a resistance temperature detector (RTD) to determine
the orientation of MASCOT on the surface of 1999 JU3; they are referred to as
Orientation Temperature Sensors (OTS).
1.4.1 Concept Overview
The concept of the OTS is to provide a temperature reading based on the surrounding
asteroid environment. This temperature depends on the exact orientation of the
sensors with respect to the asteroid surface, Space, and direction of the Sun. The
principle idea is that the readings from multiple sensors on multiple sides of MASCOT
can be used to determine the orientation of MASCOT.
This determination can be based on the readings of a single sensor, which can identify
the bottom or top facing sides of MASCOT. A diﬀerent approach using two sensors
with diﬀerent optical properties is considered as well. Such a combination of sensors
would allow distinguishing between thermal inﬂuence from the Sun and other sources
– mainly IR radiation from the asteroid. This would allow determining the exact Sun
angle on the illuminated sides of MASCOT, and allow estimating the direction of
the Sun vector relative to the orientation of MASCOT (Baturkin 2013b). Knowledge
of the Sun vector in the local NWU-frame then makes it possible to determine the
orientation of MASCOT relative to the asteroid surface. This approach is identical
to the one used by the PEC sensors (Schlotterer 2013).
1.4.2 Sensor Requirements
To provide usable information about the asteroid environment, the sensor must have
speciﬁc optical properties; both the absorptance  and emittance  must be clearly
deﬁned. An accurate temperature reading based on the environment is only possible
if the sensor is suﬃciently isolated from any inﬂuences originating from MASCOT
itself. Another important aspect that deﬁnes the usability of the sensor for attitude
determination is the reaction time. A low thermal capacity is required to quickly react
to changes in the external thermal inﬂuences. Especially after hopping maneuvers,
a slow sensor would require a long stabilization time between each maneuver. This
problem becomes increasingly signiﬁcant when multiple maneuvers are needed to
complete the up-righting procedure. Attachment of the OTS to MASCOT must also
be considered in the sensor design. The tight mass budget for MASCOT also requires
the sensors and attachment concept to have a very low mass.
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In summary, the OTS must meet the following general requirements:
• exactly deﬁned optical properties ( ,  )
• shielding from MASCOT temperature (high thermal resistance Rth)
• fast reaction time (low thermal capacity cp  m)
• low total mass of the entire sensor package
• feasible concept and locations for attachment to MASCOT
Figure 1–7 shows the OTS design based on the initial concept (Baturkin 2013b).
Face-Sheet (FS)
Sensor-Plate (SP)
RTD
MLI
Electrical Wiring
Attachment Holes
50 mm
30 mm
Figure 1–7: Schematic of the basic OTS design. It shows both the sensor-plate and
face-sheet. The sensor-plate provides a uniform temperature distribution for
the attached RTD; the face-sheet allows attaching the OTS to MASCOT.
1.5 Scope of Work
The scope of the work related to the simulation, development, and testing of the
MASCOT orientation temperature sensors consists of the following tasks:
• development of a thermal simulation model based on analytical data
• design and manufacturing of sensor hardware
• testing of sensors under diﬀerent conditions in thermal-vacuum chamber
• evaluation and adaptation of the simulation model based on test results
• simulation of sensor behavior under diﬀerent conditions
• simulation of sensors during MASCOT mission proﬁles
• investigation of sensor suitability for attitude determination
• evaluation of simulation model, hardware, and GNC concept performance
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Chapter 2 describes the development of a model for simulating the behavior of the
thermal sensors in MATLAB/SIMULINK. Included is a description of all temperature
inﬂuences on the sensor, both from external (asteroid environment) and internal
(MASCOT temperature) sources.
Sensor development and hardware manufacture is described in Chapter 3. It de-
scribes multiple iterations of the design process, made to improve various aspects of
the sensors.
A description of the thermal-vacuum tests conducted with the sensors, including their
results are available in Chapter 4.
An analysis of the simulation model based on the test data is performed in Chapter 5.
It includes adaptations made to the model parameters to achieve better conformity
between the simulated sensor behavior and test results. Simulation of the sensor
under diﬀerent conditions and during selected baseline mission proﬁles of MASCOT
is performed as well. The use of the sensors in the GNC concept of MASCOT is also
analyzed, and possible concepts for attitude determination are investigated.
An evaluation of the performance of the simulation model and hardware is available
in Chapter 6. The performance of the OTS for use in the attitude determination of
MASCOT is evaluated as well.
A ﬁnal conclusion, including the current status of the OTS is provided in Chapter
7. An alternative use for the developed sensors, besides their use in the GNC concept
of MASCOT is mentioned, and suggestions regarding future improvements of the
simulation model are made.
Appendix A provides data and graphs, relevant to the development, testing and
simulation of the OTS.
To analyze the behavior of the OTS during contact with the asteroid surface, and to
simulate the thermal environment of the asteroid during MASCOT mission proﬁles,
a soil model is developed and explained in Appendix B.
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2 Modeling of the Orientation
Temperature Sensors
In order to simulate the behavior of the sensors during the mission of MASCOT, and
to understand the diﬀerent types of inﬂuences on the sensors, a simulation model
is developed using MATLAB’s SIMULINK tool. This choice was made to facilitate
implementation of the OTS model into the complete GNC concept, as other compo-
nents (PECS and OPS) have already been developed in SIMULINK. The mathematical
background for this chapter is based on (Polifke 2005; Wittmann, Ley 2008; Lienhard
2000).
2.1 Overview
The simulation model describes the sensor behavior based on the external inﬂuences of
the Space and asteroid environment, the internal inﬂuences coming from MASCOT,
and the sensor’s internal behavior. The diﬀerential equation describing the behavior
of a single thermal node is shown in (2–1).
V    cp  
 T
 t
=
 
Q˙total =
 
Q˙external +
 
Q˙internal (2–1)
Once a steady-state is reached no signiﬁcant change in temperature occurs anymore,
and the sum of heat transferred to and from the sensor
 
Q˙total becomes zero. How
fast this state is reached depends on the thermal capacity of the sensor; it is deﬁned
by the volume V , density  , and speciﬁc heat cp of the node. A low thermal capacity
results in a faster reaction time; the steady-state temperature TSS is not aﬀected by
changes to the thermal capacity.
The developed thermal model consists of two nodes: one node is used for the sensor-
plate (SP); a second node is used to simulate the behavior of the face-sheet (FS),
which allows attaching the OTS to MASCOT’s structure. The external inﬂuences
from the Space/asteroid environment aﬀect both nodes similarly. The internal inﬂu-
ences from MASCOT are diﬀerent for the SP and FS. The physical connection of the
sensor-plate to the face-sheet means that heat transfer between them occurs as well.
An overview of all thermal inﬂuences considered in the OTS model is shown in Figure
2–1; a detailed view of the completed SIMULINK model is available in Section 2.4.
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TMSC TMSC
TMSCTMSC
Solar Flux
Space Background
Asteroid Albedo
Asteroid IR
Conductive
Radiative
Heat Transfer
Direct Contact with 
Asteroid Soil
Figure 2–1: Overview of the OTS model and the considered influences. External
influences on the SP and FS are shown, as is the heat transfer from MASCOT
to the SP through the MLI, sensor wires, and FS.
The external inﬂuences are described mathematically in Section 2.2. Internal inﬂu-
ences that aﬀect the sensor are listed and explained in Section 2.3, including the
transfer between the SP and FS. The complete model, including inputs/outputs (IO)
and parameters is described in Section 2.4, and provides an overview of the properties
that need to be considered during hardware development (Chapter 3).
2.2 External Influences from Environment
External inﬂuences on the sensor consist of all inﬂuences from the environment in
which the sensor operates. This includes thermal radiation from Space and the
asteroid, as well as the impact of sunlight; directly and reﬂected from the asteroid
surface. Table 2–1 gives an overview of all external inﬂuences considered in the
OTS model; they are explained in detail in Sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.4. Where necessary,
simpliﬁcations to the model are made to either reduce complexity, or due to limitations
of MATLAB/SIMULINK.
Table 2–1: Overview of the external influences considered in the OTS model. Ref-
erences to the associated equations are provided as well.
Eq.
solar ﬂux from direct sunlight (2–3), (2–4)
space background IR radiation (2–7), 2–8)
solar ﬂux, reﬂected from the asteroid surface (albedo) (2–9)
IR radiation from asteroid surface (2–15), (2–14)
direct contact between OTS and soil (2–16)
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The thermal inﬂuence from all external sources is identical for both the face-sheet
and sensor-plate.
2.2.1 Solar Flux
The amount of heat ﬂow resulting from direct illumination of a surface by the Sun is
described by (2–2).
Q˙Sun =   A  cos Sun  q˙Sun (2–2)
 is the absorptance of the surface; it deﬁnes the fraction of incoming sunlight,
absorbed by a surface with the area A. q˙Sun is the solar power ﬂux density measured
at the asteroid. It is a function of distance to the Sun and therefore depends on the
location of 1999 JU3 on its orbit.  Sun is the angle between the Sun vector }vSun and
the surface normal }n; the solar ﬂux on the surface decreases with an increase in the
Sun angle  Sun (Figure 2–2).
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Figure 2–2: Sun angle  Sun between the Sun vector }vSun and the surface normal }n.
The fraction of q˙Sun on the surface decreases with increasing Sun angles  Sun.
Because of the short operational time of MASCOT, q˙Sun can be assumed as constant
during the mission. The initial value of q˙Sun needs to be chosen based on the starting
date of the mission. Values range between 690 and 1450Wm 2; a complete overview
of the solar ﬂux density at 1999 JU3 is available in Appendix A.1, Figure A–2.
(2–2) is used for both the face-sheet and sensor-plate; surface area A and absorptance
 are set accordingly:
SP : Q˙Sun, SP =  SP  ASP  cos Sun  q˙Sun (2–3)
FS : Q˙Sun,FS =  FS  AFS  cos Sun  q˙Sun (2–4)
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2.2.2 Cosmic Background Radiation
The cosmic background radiation (CBR) has a constant temperature of 2.73K1. This
temperature is used when calculating the radiative heat ﬂow going into a surface that
is directed towards Space:
Q˙Space =   FA Space  A    
 
T 4CBR  T
4
 
(2–5)
The positive direction of heat ﬂow in Equation (2–5) is from the surface, toward
Space. A negative Q˙ means that the surface experiences cooling.
The emittance  describes how strongly the surface emits and absorbs thermal waves
in the IR spectrum. As with the absorptance  , the emittance of sensor-plate and face-
sheet can have diﬀerent values ( SP and  FS). A is a surface with the temperature T .
The Stefan-Boltzmann-Constant  has a value of 5.6705 10 8Wm 2 K 4. Unlike
solar ﬂux, the heat transfer rate depends on the temperature of the heat exchanging
bodies; a larger temperature diﬀerence increases the rate of heat ﬂow between them.
FA Space is the view-factor between the surface A and Space. This view factor
describes how much of Space is visible for the surface. View factors always have
values in the range from zero to one; the exact value is deﬁned by the size of the
surface and its geometrical orientation. The combination of view-factor and surface
area follows the reciprocy rule:
A1  F1 2 = A2  F2 1 (2–6)
Both analytic and computational methods can be used to calculate view factors. An
overview of analytic formulas is available in (Howell 1982). Thermal software such
as ESATAN usually calculates view factors via discrete, inﬁnitesimal surfaces, based
on the geometric setup of the model. SIMULINK does not provide such a feature;
therefore a simpliﬁed analytic model is used, which depends only on the inclination
between MASCOT and the asteroid surface (Appendix A.2).
The equations for the sensor-plate and face-sheet, adapted from (2–5) are:
SP : Q˙Space, SP =  SP  FOTS Space  ASP    
 
T 4CBR  T
4
SP
 
(2–7)
FS : Q˙Space,FS =  FS  FOTS Space  AFS    
 
T 4CBR  T
4
FS
 
(2–8)
2.2.3 Asteroid Surface Radiation
The thermal inﬂuence of the asteroid surface on the OTS is divided into two radiative
components:
1 exact value is 2.725  0.002K (Lang 2006, p. 242)
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2.2.3.1 Albedo Radiation
The asteroid albedo is the sunlight reﬂected by the asteroid surface. It is calculated
identical to the direct solar ﬂux (2–2), except that only the fraction of light reﬂected
by the asteroid is of interest:
Q˙Ast,Albedo =  Ast  cos Sun  q˙Sun    
protion of sunlight reflected
by the asteorid surface
  OTS  FOTS Ast  AOTS    
portion of reflected sunlight
that reaches the sensor
(2–9)
 Ast is the reﬂectance of the asteroid. For non-transparent objects that have no
transmittance ( = 0),  is calculated as 1   ; it represents the portion of light
that is not absorbed by the object itself. It is assumed that the asteroid has a diﬀuse
reﬂection of light; therefore only  Ast and the Sun angle  Sun on the asteroid surface
are needed to determine the impact of albedo radiation on the sensor.
2.2.3.2 IR Radiation
Another thermal inﬂuence is the infrared radiation emitted by the asteroid. The
equation for the heat transfer between the asteroid surface and OTS is similar to
(2–5); it is a function of the eﬀective emittance  eff , the temperatures of both the
sensor TOTS and asteroid surface TSurf , and the view factor FOTS Ast:
Q˙Ast, IR =  eff  FOTS Ast  AOTS    
 
T 4Surf  T
4
OTS
 
(2–10)
The view Factor between the OTS and the asteroid surface FOTS Ast is calculated as
1  FOTS Space (2–11)
according to Appendix A.2.
 eff is a function of both  Ast and  OTS. It considers the additional exchange of heat
from IR radiation reﬂected multiple times between the sensor and asteroid surface,
and depends on the exact geometric orientation of both surfaces with respect to each
other.
In most cases, the small area of the OTS compared to the asteroid surface means
that the radiation reﬂected between them can be omitted, resulting in an eﬀective
emittance of
 eff =  Ast   OTS (2–12)
For a sensor lying directly on the asteroid surface the eﬀective emittance increases
due to the radiation reﬂected between both surfaces:
 eff =
1
1
εAst
+ 1
εOTS
 1
. (2–13)
Equation (2–13) represents two identical, planar surfaces located opposite each other;
the view factor in this case equals one (Polifke, 2005, p. 115).
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Due to the low reﬂectance of the asteroid, only a relatively small diﬀerence between
 eff in (2–12) and (2–13) is observed. For diﬀerent orientations of MASCOT (Figure
2–3), which result in an eﬀective emittance other than (2–12) or (2–13), the non-
uniform distribution of the asteroid surface temperature plays a more critical role than
the exact value of  eff .
      
a) - Soil level - horizon 
lsun  β 
sd 
b) - Soil level – horizon or c) - Mascot on inclined surface 
β 
d) - Two supports e) - Mascot on stone f) - Mascot in dust h) - Mascot above cavity 
Figure 2–3: Possible landing positions of MASCOT on the asteroid surface. The
landing position influences the geometric orientation of the OTS to the asteroid
surface, and therefore  eff . Image courtesy of DLR (Baturkin 2013b).
In the thermal model, two speciﬁc cases are used:
Either the sensor directly faces the asteroid surface (OTS has surface contact):
Q˙Ast, IR =
1
1
εAst
+ 1
εOTS
 1
 AOTS   
 
T 4Surf  T
4
OTS
 
(2–14)
or a diﬀerent orientation between the sensor and asteroid surface exists:
Q˙Ast, IR =  OTS   Ast  FOTS Ast  AOTS   
 
T 4Surf  T
4
OTS
 
(2–15)
As with all other equations for external inﬂuences on the OTS, (2–14) and (2–15)
apply to both the face-sheet and sensor-plate; with adaptations of the emittance,
surface area and temperature.
2.2.4 Direct Contact with Asteroid Soil
In case the sensor lies directly on top of the asteroid surface it can be assumed that
direct contact between the OTS and soil is present. The low density and particle
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composition of 1999 JU3 suggests that similarities to lunar soil exist – speciﬁcally
with its top layer (fluff ). This means that a major part of the heat transfer occurs
through radiation; both within the soil itself, and with the sensors (2–14) (Vasavada
2012;Vasavada 1999; Christie 2008).
The conductive heat exchange between the soil and the OTS is assumed to be very
low, even during direct contact. The exact amount depends on a number of factors
such as landing position, terrain, and soil properties; most of which are currently
unknown. Based on previous experience, a value of 1Wm 2 K 1 is used as estimate
for kcontact to describe this heat exchange during direct contact (2–16).
Q˙Ast,Cond = kcontact  AOTS  (TSurf  TOTS) (2–16)
The asteroid surface temperature TSurf depends on the solar irradiation of the surface,
radiative heat exchange with Space, and the heat transfer in the soil beneath the
asteroid surface. A thermal model of the asteroid soil is developed to determine TSurf
(Appendix B). The model computes the temperature progression on the asteroid
surface and in the ﬁrst few centimeters of soil. For the simulation of the OTS, only
the surface temperature TSurf is of interest.
2.3 Internal Influences from MASCOT
Internal inﬂuences on the sensor all originate from MASCOT. Diﬀerent paths of heat
transfer between MASCOT and the OTS exist; they are listed in Table 2–2.
Table 2–2: Overview of the internal OTS influences from MASCOT. A reference to
the relevant equations is provided as well.
Eq.
radiative transfer through MLI (2–18), (2–19)
conductive transfer through face-sheet (2–23), (2–24)
conductive transfer through sensor wiring (2–25)
Unlike external inﬂuences, the heat transfer equations from MASCOT to the OTS dif-
fer between the face-sheet and the sensor-plate. The face-sheet creates an additional
path for the heat transfer between MASCOT and the sensor-plate, but is needed to
attach the OTS to MASCOT, and to provide structural support (Chapter 3).
2.3.1 Radiation through MLI
The radiative heat transfer from MASCOT occurs through the entire surface area of
the OTS; this area consists of both the face-sheet and the sensor-plate. By adding a
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multi-layer insulation (MLI) between the sensor surface and MASCOT, the radiative
heat transfer is kept low; according to (Polifke, 2005, p. 115) it can be calculated as
Q˙MLI =
1
1
εMLI
+ 1
εMLI
 1    
heat exchange between
two parallel surfaces
 
1
1 + n    
n-layer MLI
 AOTS    (T
4
MSC  T
4
OTS) (2–17)
The ﬁrst MLI-layer is hereby assumed to have the temperature of MASCOT;  MLI is
the emittance of the MLI layers, which is identical on both sides. Each additional
layer of MLI between the bottom and top of the sensor further reduces the radiative
impact of MASCOT on the OTS temperature (Figure 2–4).
TMSC
bottom layer
top layer (FS/SP)
netting (spacer)
single MLI-layer ε
ε
...
n-layer MLI
Figure 2–4: Schematic of the MLI between MASCOT and the OTS. The temperature
of the bottom MLI-layer is equal to TMSC. A total of n MLI-layers lie between
the bottom and the top of the OTS (face-sheet and sensor-plate). All layers
have an identical emittance on either side ( MLI=0.035).
This heat transfer occurs in both the sensor-plate and face-sheet equally; (2–17) is
hereby adapted to the respective surface area:
SP : Q˙MLI, SP =
1
1
εMLI
+ 1
εMLI
 1
 
1
1 + n
 ASP    (T
4
MSC  T
4
SP) (2–18)
FS : Q˙MLI,FS =
1
1
εMLI
+ 1
εMLI
 1
 
1
1 + n
 AFS    (T
4
MSC  T
4
FS) (2–19)
2.3.2 Conductive Transfer through Face-Sheet
The purpose of the face-sheet is to provide a way of attaching the OTS to MASCOT’s
structure. Because of this, conductive heat transfer to the sensor-plate occurs in the
face-sheet; the MLI layers are also aﬀected by this. This two-dimensional heat transfer
can be described analytically by (2–20) (Polifke, 2005, p. 72).
Q˙2D = SL      (T2  T1) (2–20)
T2 is the temperature on the outer edge of the FS geometry; T1 the temperature
on the inner edge. An estimate of the thickness  in which the 2D heat transfer
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takes place is the number of MLI-layers in the OTS, multiplied with their individual
thickness;  is the thermal conductivity of the MLI material – usually Kapton2. The
form-factor SL is determined by the ratio between the outer and inner dimensions of
the geometry in which the 2D transfer occurs (Figure 2–5), (Polifke 2005, p. 73).
b a
T2
T1
λ 
a
b
> 1.4 : SL  
2 
0.93 ln(a/b)  0.0502
(2–21)
a
b
< 1.4 : SL  
2 
0.785 ln(a/b)
(2–22)
Figure 2–5: Relevant dimensions for calculating the 2D heat transfer in the FS. The
ratio a/b determines if (2–21) or (2–22) is used to calculate SL for the given
geometry (Polifke, 2005, p. 73).
The two nodes of the OTS model divide this 2D-transfer into two separate sections:
between the sensor edges and the face-sheet:
Q˙MSC FS = SL (MSC FS)      (TMSC  TFS) (2–23)
and between the face-sheet and the sensor-plate:
Q˙FS SP = SL (FS SP)      (TFS  TSP) (2–24)
Positive heat ﬂow directions are according to the arrows; from MASCOT to the face-
sheet, and from the face-sheet to the sensor-plate. The face-sheet node is located at
the center line of the FS material (Figure 2–6). The 2D transfer between FS and SP
only takes place over the distance from the FS node to the edge of the SP (Figure
2–6); the SP is assumed to have a uniform temperature distribution over its entire
surface area.
5
0
m
m
4
0
m
m
3
0
m
mSP-node
FS-node
MSC  FS :
a
b
= 1.25  SL = 35.8695
FS  FS :
a
b
= 1.33  SL = 27.8226
Figure 2–6: Location of the FS and SP nodes. The relevant dimensions for the 2D
transfers MSC FS and FS SP are noted, as are the resulting form-factors
SL.
2 thermal conductivity of Kapton/Polyimide:  PI = 0.12Wm
 1K 1
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2.3.3 Heat Transfer through Sensor Wiring
One ﬁnal path for the heat transfer between MASCOT and the OTS is the electrical
wiring of the RTD. The rate of heat ﬂow is deﬁned by the number of wires N
leading to the sensor3, the thermal conductivity  of the wire material4, and the wire
dimensions (diameter dwire, length lwire). Q˙wire only aﬀects the sensor-plate, to which
the RTD is ﬁxated.
Q˙wire = N    
 
dwire
2
 2
  wire  lwire  (TMSC  TSP) (2–25)
2.4 Complete OTS Thermal Model
The complete OTS model, developed on the basis of the previously described heat
transfer equations, is shown in Figure 2–7.
variable / constant parameters
MASCOT temperature
asteroid surface temperature
local sun vector in NWU-frame
orientation of MSC in NWU
space background temperature
solar flux density at 1999JU3
event flags
surface contact
daytime
asteroid soil model 
(illuminated)
heat flow in sensor-plate
(SP Node)
heat flow in face-sheet
(FS Node)
temperature dependant
thermal capacity (SP)
× 
Integrator
SP mass
÷
×
SP temperature
temperature dependant
thermal capacity (FS) × 
Integrator
FS mass
÷
×
FS temperature
SP temperature
FS temperature
MASCOT dynamic 
model
1999 JU3 dynamic 
model
asteroid 
properties
OTS properties
physical 
constants
asteroid 
properties
OTS properties
physical 
constants
heat flow in SP
heat flow in FS
Figure 2–7: Schematic of the complete OTS thermal model. The two nodes for the
FS and SP can be seen. Dynamic inputs and outputs of the thermal model
are also shown; they are listed in detail in Tables 2–3 and 2–4
.
3 The flight model (FM) has a two-wire interface (TWI), the engineering model (EM) a four-wire
interface (FWI).
4 both copper and constantan are available options
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In both the sensor-plate and face-sheet nodes, the sum of individual heat transfer rates 
q˙ is calculated and then integrated over time, to determine the current temperature
of each node. Both nodes have the same inputs and almost identical heat transfer
equations. Heat transfer through the sensor wiring, and the two dimensional heat
transfer in the face-sheet are the only exceptions. A detailed schematic of the thermal
model’s nodes is available in Figure 2–8.
IR radiation from
space background
(2.7, 2.8)
IR radiation from asteroid
(2.15)
radiation from MSC through MLI
(2.18, 2.19)
heat transfer during soil contact 
(2.14, 2.16)
[Asteroid Soil Model]
conductance through wires (SP)
(2.25)
2D transfer from MSC (FS)
(2.23)
2D transfer between FS and SP
(2.24)
node temperature (SP/FS)
MASCOT temperature
asteroid surface temperature
local sun vector in NWU-frame
orientation of MSC in NWU
space background temperature
solar flux density at 1999JU3
other node temperature (FS/SP)
basic viewfactor 
calculation
space / asteorid surface
direct solar flux
(2.3, 2.4)
reflected solar flux
(2.9)
surface contact
daytime
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
calculation of
heat flow rate
input of SP/FS Node
Total heat flow rate 
in SP/FS Node
enable
disable
enable
Figure 2–8: Detailed schematic of the OTS model’s nodes. Most heat transfers occur
identically in both the sensor-plate and face-sheet; differences between the FS
and SP nodes are marked red (2). The equations used for the calculations are
listed in the respective fields.
All inputs from Figures 2–7 and 2–8 are listed in Table 2–3, including the output from
the thermal model. Inputs consists of both constant and time-dependent values; they
can be provided directly, or as output from other simulation models. These include
the dynamic models of MASCOT and 1999 JU3, and the asteroid soil model in
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Appendix B. The event ﬂags represent boolean operators which are used to enable
(green dotted line) or disable (red dotted line) certain heat transfers within the OTS
nodes, based on events such as surface contact during relocation of MASCOT, and
the transition between day and night on the asteroid.
Table 2–3: Inputs and outputs of the OTS thermal model. Inputs consist of constant
and time-dependent values; the initial SP and FS temperatures are also required
as input. The main output value is the SP temperature TSP.
Input:
sensor-plate temperature TSP
face-sheet temperature TFS
space background temperature TSpace
asteroid surface temperature at landing site TSurf
MASCOT temperature TMSC
local Sun vector in NWU-frame at landing site }vSun
solar power ﬂux density at 1999 JU3 q˙Sun
orientation of MASCOT in local NWU-frame MNWU MSC
orientation of OTS in MASCOT ﬁxed-frame MMSC OTS
soil contact of respective MASCOT side   
day/night ﬂag at landing site   
Output:
sensor-plate temperature TSP
face-sheet temperature TFS
heat ﬂow to (+) and from (–) sensor-plate (vector) Q˙SP
heat ﬂow to (+) and from (–) face-sheet (vector) Q˙FS
The main output of the thermal model is the temperature of the sensor-plate TSP,
also referred to as TOTS. Additional outputs such as the face-sheet temperature TFS,
and the vectors Q˙SP/FS with individual heat transfer rates of both the SP and FS
nodes, provide additional data for detailed model analysis.
Next to the IO in Table 2–3, the simulation model also requires a number of param-
eters for the setup of the OTS. A list of all sensor parameters is available in Table
2–4.
Parameters describing the properties of the asteroid surface are required as well, but
limited to the emittance  Ast, reﬂectance  Ast, and the current temperature TSurf of
the surface; later is provided by the soil model in Appendix B.
Physical constants needed for the thermal model are the space background temper-
ature TCBR, and the Stefan-Boltzmann Constant  .
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Table 2–4: List of OTS parameters used in the simulation model. Included are the
optical and thermal properties of the sensor-plate, face-sheet, and electrical
wiring, including all relevant dimensions.
Sensor-Plate:
length aSP const.
thickness  SP const.
surface area ASP =aSP aSP
volume VSP =ASP   SP
material density  SP const.
mass mSP =VSP   SP
speciﬁc heat capacity cmSP const. or f(T )
thermal conductivity  SP const.
emittance  SP const.
absorptance  SP const.
Face-Sheet:
length bFS const.
thickness  FS const.
surface area ASP =bSP bSP aFS aFS
volume VFS =AFS   FS
material density  FS const.
mass mFS =VFS   FS
speciﬁc heat capacity cmFS const. or f(T )
thermal conductivity  FS const.
emittance  FS const.
absorptance  FS const.
MLI:
eﬀective emittance  eff MLI const.
Wiring:
length lwire  0.5  bFS
number of wires Nwire const. (2 or 4)
diameter dwire const.
cross-section Awire =  (0.5  dwire)2
thermal conductivity  wire const.
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3 Development and Manufacture
of Sensor Hardware
The following section describes the development and manufacturing of the OTS hard-
ware. Two iterations of the OTS were made based on the initial design (Section 3.1).
The revision 1 OTS (Section 3.4) improves the general design; the second revision
(Section 3.5) includes adaptations for better performance, stability and simpliﬁed
construction. The concept for attachment to MASCOT is described in Section 3.6.
3.1 Initial Sensor Concept and Hardware
The initial concept for the OTS hardware consists of a thermal sensor, which is
attached to a sensor-plate. This plate provides a deﬁned surface area and optical
properties; an aluminum plate ensures an even temperature distribution. To provide
attachment options for the sensor, the sensor-plate is surrounded by a face-sheet. It
consists of a thin polyimide (PI) foil to provide good thermal isolation. A MLI is used
to shield the OTS from the inﬂuence of MASCOT’s temperature in the back. A 3mil
PI sheet inside the MLI provides additional stability. A schematic of the original OTS
hardware is shown in Figure 3–1. The two-layer MLI is glued together at its corners
(Balraj 2013). Pictures of the old sensors are available in Appendix A.3.1.
Figure 3–1: Initial OTS hardware and its internal design (Balraj 2013).
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A total of three sensor types with diﬀerent optical coatings exist:
Sun-Type: This sensor has high absorptance  and low emittance  values. It reacts
strongly to illumination by the sun, both direct and indirect (albedo); the impact
from IR radiation is kept low.
Soil-Type: The soil-type sensor has low absorptance  and high emittance  . It
reacts strongly to IR radiation, but experiences less impact from sunlight.
Black-Type: This type of sensor has properties similar to a black body; it has
similarly high absorptance  and emittance  , and reacts strongly to both IR
and solar radiation.
An overview of the optical properties of the original OTS hardware for all three sensor
types is shown in Table 3–1.
Table 3–1: Optical properties of the initial OTS hardware. Sensor-plate and face-sheet
materials and properties are listed for all OTS-types.
Sun-Type Soil-Type Black-Type
sensor-plate (SP): mirotherm FEP-Al CFRP
absorptance  SP 0.80 0.15 0.92
emittance  SP 0.30 0.85 0.92
face-sheet (FS): Al-Kapton Al-Kapton Al-Kapton
absorptance  FS 0.14 0.14 0.14
emittance  FS 0.035 0.035 0.035
 alanod mirotherm coating with  =0.95;  =0.15, covered by a protective film.
3.2 Available Materials and Components
For the new iteration of the OTS, the choice of materials is limited to those available
in inventory and received as samples. This aﬀects sensor-plate coatings and face-
sheet/MLI materials.
A majority of materials are from the Sheldahl Red-Book Catalog (Sheldahl 2012).
Other materials have been provided as samples by Alanod Solar (sun-type coatings
and sensor-plates) (Alanod 2013), and Dunmore (black Kapton) (Dunmore 2013).
The PT100 and PT1000 thermal sensors used for the EM, EQM/FS, and FM are
manufactured by Innovative Sensor Technology (IST 2013); all of them have identical
dimensions of 2.3 2.0 1.3mm. The EM uses PT100 type RTDs to allow data-
recording with the equipment available at the DLR thermal-vacuum chamber (Chapter
4). EQM/FS and FM sensors are equipped with a PT1000 sensor for the connection
to MASCOT’s OBC; the FM sensors are certiﬁed for use as space ﬂight hardware.
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3.3 Sensor Requirements Based on Mission
Environment
3.3.1 Temperature Limits
The most critical part of the space environment for the sensors are the extreme tem-
peratures they experience during missions. This requires choosing the OTS materials
respectively, or designing the hardware in such a way that the operational temperature
range is not exceeded.
Table 3–2 lists the temperature range of the materials used for the construction of
the OTS. The intermittent temperatures are hereby of interest, as high temperatures
only occur during Sun illumination in the on-asteroid phase of the mission. Critical
components regarding temperature limits are therefore the two-component epoxy
(Tmax) and acrylic PSA (Tmin).
Table 3–2: Allowed temperature range of the materials used for the OTS. Where
applicable, both continuous and intermittent temperatures are listed (Sheldahl
2012; Dunmore 2013; Masterbond 2013; 3M 2006; IST 2013; Isabellenhütte
2013) .
Material/Component Tmin [ C] Tmax [ C]
Kapton/Black Kapton (aluminized)  250 290 (400)
Kapton (ITO-coated)  185 150 (260)
FEP-Al  185 150 (260)
Aluminum plates (Al 99.5) — > 600
Polyester netting (B2A, B4A)  250 120 (150)
two-component epoxy (EP21TCHT-1)  269 205
acrylic PSA (3M 966)  45ZPS 149 (232)
PT100/PT1000 RTDs  200 750
constantan wires (ISOTAN) — 220 
ZPS Zero-Peel Strength
 based on cut-through value of wire enamel (DuPont 2013).
The minimum temperature is based on the zero-peel strength (ZPS) of the PSA. The
ZPS does not represent an actual limit, as the PSA still provides adhesion at lower
temperatures when no external force is applied; this is the case in all locations where
PSA is applied to the OTS.
The maximum temperature limit of the epoxy can be surpassed by the sun-type
sensors; temperatures over 600K can be reached in direct sunlight with a high-
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absorptance coating. For this case, the optical properties ( ,  ) of this sensor type
are adjusted to keep the temperature below 200 C at all times. This is achieved
through a sectioned optical coating of the sensor-plate using two diﬀerent materials
a and b. The result is a surface with an adjusted absorptance  eff , and emittance
 eff :
 eff =
Aa   a + Ab   b
Aa + Ab
,  eff =
Aa   a + Ab   b
Aa + Ab
. (3–1)
The exact number of individual sections is chosen so that the maximum temperature
diﬀerence between these sections does not exceed 5K during the mission (Figure
3–2). The transfer between the OTS and MASCOT is hereby not considered.
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Figure 3–2: 1D simulation of sectioned sensor-plate with 70% mirotherm and 30%
FEP-Al. The resulting  eff (0.675) and  eff 0.360) keep the maximum
temperature below the 200 C limit. A single FEP section is sufficient to keep
the temperature difference between the sections under 5K. The maximum
expected value of 1458Wm 2 is chosen for the solar power flux density.
As the temperature inside the sensor is not expected to reach such extreme temper-
atures, the polyester netting in the MLI is not considered to be critical, even though
it has a maximum temperature limit of 150 C.
3.3.2 Depressurization
Depressurization of the sensor can freely occur through the attachment holes in the
face-sheet. Use of perforated MLI-layers also allows unhindered ventilation inside the
OTS.
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3.3.3 Vibrations During Launch
Sensor mass is expected to be in the range of 1–3 g. For accelerations up to 50 g, the
force on the sensor and its attachment points on MASCOT is between 0.5 and 1.5N;
3N when a safety factor of 2 is considered. Such a force provides no problems for the
sensors, or the attachment points. The suggested attachment concepts (Section 3.6)
are able to withstand loads that are magnitudes above the actually occurring forces
(Table 3–3).
Table 3–3: Maximum strength of materials available for OTS attachment. Listed is
the maximum strength of each material used for attachment Fmax, the mini-
mum required area Amin, the strength of the OTS attachment FOTS using the
respective material, and the resulting safety factor SF .
Material Fmax
 
Ncm 2
 
Amin [cm2] FOTS [N] SF [ ]
acrylic PSA966 1.52–3.04 1.98 38.0 25
velcro 6.90 0.44 172.5 115
aramid thread 57.8N – 4 57.8 154
polyester thread 311.3N – 4 311.3 830
3.4 First Revision Sensors (Rev1)
The revision 1 sensors are the ﬁrst iteration of the OTS made in the course of this
thesis. It is based on the previously established design, while trying to eliminate issues
that have been observed.
3.4.1 Changes to Previous Hardware
Changes to the initial OTS design (Figure 3–1) include the following:
• reduction of glue usage (reduce thermal connections in MLI)
• additional MLI-layer (reduce radiative heat transfer from MASCOT)
• selection of new face-sheet materials (match sensor-plate’s  / )
• adaptation of sun-type surface to material temperature limits (200  C)
• use of PT100 RTD with same dimensions as PT1000 (match FM hardware)
• use of constantan wire for sensor connection (reduce thermal conductance)
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3.4.2 Design and Manufacture of Revision 1 Sensors
The new design completely eliminates the use of glue inside the MLI. The sensor
plate is attached to the ﬁrst MLI-layer with only a few glue points. A viscous epoxy
is used so that the glued points remain as small as possible; previously used glue had
very low viscosity, causing large areas of thermal contact (Balraj 2013).
The complete setup of the Rev1 OTS is shown in Figure 3–3; the explosion view
shows the internal sensor components.
optical coating
face-sheet (1mil) with folds
Al sensor-plate (0.2–0.5mm)
Kapton insulation (3mil)
PT100/1000 sensor + wiring
embossed aluminized Kapton (1mil)
stabilizing Kapton sheet (3mil)
perforated aluminized Kapton (0.3mil)
polyester netting
embossed aluminized Kapton (1mil)
polyester netting
perforated aluminized Kapton (0.3mil)
polyester netting
bottom side surface
assembled OTS
sensor-plate assembly
MLI   
top side surfaces
Figure 3–3: CAD model of the OTS setup. Exploded view with parts description and
fully assembled view. 1mil equals a thickness of 0.0254mm; one thousandth
of an inch.
The sun-type OTS have a high absorptance coating which is directly applied to a
0.5mm aluminum sensor-plate. A portion of the SP surface is covered by aluminized
FEP to achieve the  eff and  eff , needed to remain within the allowed temperature
range. The soil and black type sensors have the optical coatings glued to a 0.3mm
aluminum plate; carbon-ﬁber is used for the black-type sensors, FEP-Al for the soil-
type sensors. The face-sheet materials are selected to best match the sensor’s  / –
ratio. The properties of each sensor type are listed in Table 3–4.
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Table 3–4: Properties of the Rev1 sensors. Sensor-plate and face-sheet properties are
shown for every sensor-type.
Sun-Type Soil-Type Black-Type
sensor-plate (SP): mirotherm + FEP-Al FEP-Al CFRP
absorptance  SP 0.675
 0.15 0.92
emittance  SP 0.36
 0.85 0.92
SP thickness [mm] SP 0.50 0.30 0.30
face-sheet (FS): ITO-Kapton-Al Kapton-Al ITO-Kapton-Al
absorptance  FS 0.44 0.39 0.44
emittance  FS 0.62 0.62 0.62
 effective emittance resulting from a surface with 70% mirotherm and 30% FEP-Al.
The MLI consists of perforated 0.3mil sheets of Kapton, aluminized on both sides.
Polyester netting prevents direct contact between the MLI-layers. A 3mil thick sheet
of Kapton provides stability for the sensor. The face-sheet is folded around the
MLI, holding the OTS together; acrylic PSA is used to attach the folds. A layer
of embossed aluminized Kapton is located on the back of the OTS, minimizing any
contact to MASCOT.
A complete list of the sensor’s properties is available in Appendix A.4. Assembly
instructions for the Rev1 hardware are available in (Boden 2013a). The ﬁnished
sensors are shown in Figure 3–4; additional images are available in Appendix A.3.2.
Figure 3–4: Image of the completed revision 1 OTS hardware. All three sensor-types
are shown: black (l), soil (c), sun (r). More images available in Appendix A.3.
In total, six revision one sensors have been manufactured. All six sensors are listed in
Table 3–5, including their individual IDs. Two diﬀerent versions exist; one for each
of the three sensor-types. In the second version, the heat-shrink tube around the
PT100 contacts is removed (Figure 3–5). Omitting the heat-shrink tube allows a
thinner, and more even construction of the OTS; the shortened leads reduce thermal
inﬂuences from the backside of the sensor.
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Table 3–5: List of all manufactured Rev1 Sensors, including their ID. Versions differ
in the attachment of electrical wires to the RTD and their insulation.
OTS ID OTS-type Description
Sun1 sun
Soil1 soil
Black1 black
version 1: with heat-shrink tube
Sun2 sun
Soil2 soil
Black2 black
version 2: no heat-shrink tube
Figure 3–5: Difference between the first (l) and second (r) version of the Rev1
sensor-plate. The omission of heat-shrink tube significantly reduced the
thickness of the sensors. This construction is made possible by significantly
shortening the leads of the RTD (1–2mm).
3.5 Second Revision Sensors (Rev2)
The second revision of the OTS incorporates changes, based on the experience gained
from tests of the Rev1 sensors. Changes include a simpliﬁed construction, improved
stability, and enhanced performance. The arrival of new materials allows switching the
face-sheet and sensor-plate surfaces to better match the required optical properties.
3.5.1 Improvements over Rev1 Design
The following improvements have been made to the sensors:
• SP attached inside of FS: increased stability; elimination of thermal leaks
• reduced SP dimensions: better isolation from MASCOT
• thinner SP: faster reaction time (lower thermal capacity  V cp)
• use of 10-layer MLI package: better isolation from MASCOT; easier assembly
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3.5.2 Design and Manufacture of Revision 2 Sensors
The above changes apply to every sensor type. The black-type OTS allow using the
same face-sheet and sensor-plate material (black Kapton). The soil-type sensors have
the FEP-Al coating attached to the face-sheet, above the sensor-plate. Due to the
directly coated sensor-plates of the sun-type sensors, moving the sensor-plate to the
inside of the face-sheet is not possible. Instead, the sensor-plate is attached from the
outside, with a hole in the face-sheet for the RTD. Figure 3–6 illustrates the new
design of the revision 2 OTS for all three sensor-types. Assembly of the Rev2 sensors
is almost identical to the Rev1 hardware (Boden 2013a), besides the changes to the
sensor-plate attachment, and use of an MLI package.
face-sheet (1mil) with folds
embossed aluminized Kapton (1mil)
stabilizing Kapton sheet (3mil)
10-layer MLI-package
embossed aluminized Kapton (1mil)
coated Al sensor-plate (0.3mm)
PT100/1000 sensor + wiring
Kapton insulation
black-type soil-type sun-type
FEP-Al coating
(10mil)
sensor-plate
(0.2mm)
assembled OTS
Figure 3–6: CAD image of the revision 2 OTS design. Assembled and exploded views
are shown for all three sensor types. For the Kapton insulation, either a glued
sheet (3mil) or strips of Kapton-tape can be used.
Table 3–6 lists the new optical properties of the Rev2 sensors; an overview of the
complete hardware properties is available in Appendix A.4. The availability of black
Kapton allows an improved design of the black-type sensors, by using the same ma-
terial for the face-sheet and the sensor-plate. The soil-type sensors use the same
materials as the ﬁrst revision, but with the improved design. The sun-type OTS can-
not utilize the new design (SP inside of FS), however, stability is improved by gluing
the SP to the FS; no increased inﬂuence from MASCOT is hereby expected (Chapter
5.1.1).
Images of the three revision 2 sensor types are shown in Figure 3–7. A total of ﬁve
Rev2 sensors have been manufactured; one of the sensors has been ﬁtted with a
20-layer MLI for testing purposes. A complete list of these sensors including their
individual ID is shown in Table 3–7.
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Table 3–6: Properties of the Rev2 sensors. Sensor-plate and face-sheet properties are
shown for every sensor-type. The ITO coated face-sheet is replaced with black
Kapton.
Sun-Type Soil-Type Black-Type
sensor-plate (SP): mirotherm + FEP-Al FEP-Al Black Kapton
absorptance  SP 0.675 0.15 0.90
emittance  SP 0.36 0.85 0.82
SP thickness [mm] SP 0.50 0.20 0.20 
face-sheet (FS): Black Kapton Kapton-Al Black Kapton
absorptance  FS 0.90 0.39 0.90
emittance  FS 0.82 0.62 0.82
 coated Al-plate (mirosol; Alanod Solar) with high  and  towards MLI.
Figure 3–7: Image of the revision 2 OTS hardware. All three sensor-types are shown:
black (l), soil (c), sun (r). Additional images are available in Appendix A.3.
Table 3–7: List of all manufactured Rev2 Sensors, including their ID. Black3.1a and
Black3.1b are identical to have additional spares.
ID Type Description
Sun3.1 sun
10-layer MLI package with external 0.5mm alanod
mirotherm plate covered with 30% FEP
Soil3.1 soil
10-layer MLI package with internal 0.2mm Al-plate
(external FEP coating)
Black3.1a black 10-layer MLI package with internal 0.2mm Al-plate
Black3.1b black 10-layer MLI package with internal 0.2mm Al-plate
Black3.2 black 20-layer MLI package with internal 0.2mm Al-plate
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3.6 Attachment of Sensors to MASCOT
The attachment of the OTS to MASCOT is a critical part in making their use during
the mission possible. Based on possible attitude determination concepts, up to 12
sensors are required – two on each side of MASCOT (Baturkin 2013b). Both the
attachment concepts and locations on MASCOT are discussed in the following.
3.6.1 Attachment Concept
Diﬀerent approaches for the attachment of the OTS are required, depending on the
sides of MASCOT. Diﬀerent concepts exist for the top, bottom and sides. Threads
are used to secure the OTS to MASCOT. This is the best option from a structural
and thermal point of view, as threads oﬀer high tensile strength, low weight, and
reduce the thermal connection between MASCOT and the OTS face-sheet.
3.6.1.1 Side Panels
All four sides of MASCOT have an outer wall made of 3mil thick, aluminized Kapton
with an ITO coating. Due to their low weight, the OTS can be attached directly to
these SLI panels. The sides of MASCOT are critical during the separation of MAS-
COT from the Mechanical and Electrical Support System (MESS); no obstruction
by the OTS is allowed. For this reason, the sensors are placed on the inside of the
walls (Figure 3–8). A cutout in the walls is required where the sensor’s are located;
suﬃcient space to accommodate the 2mm thick sensors inside of MASCOT must be
available. The threads need to be oriented along the direction of MASCOT’s ejection
path, so that they cannot get caught on any edges of the MESS structure.
While a slight misalignment of the OTS due to warping of the SLI is possible, the
rigidness of the 3mil thick material, and its attachment to MASCOT ensures that
errors remain within acceptable limits. No more than 1–2 degrees are expected, as
the SLI would otherwise hinder the release of MASCOT. This value is lower than the
error expected in the attitude prediction of the OTS (Chapter 6.3).
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MASCOT 
structure, 
payloads, 
etc.
OTS
MASCOT walls
(3mil Kapton)
Threads
(knots on inside)
OTS
MASCOT wall
(3mil Kapton)
with cutoutThreads
MASCOT 
relsease 
direction
free space
for sensor
(+2mm)
overlapping area 
(OTSóWalls)
Figure 3–8: OTS attachment concept for the side-panels of MASCOT. Sensors are
placed on the inside of the MASCOT wall-panels to prevent obstructing the
release of MASCOT from Hayabusa-II; threads are aligned along the release
direction and tied together on the inner side.
3.6.1.2 Bottom Panel
Fixation of the OTS directly onto the bottom wall-panel of MASCOT is possible,
as this side causes no problems for the release of MASCOT from the MESS. This
eliminates the need for a cutout in the wall material. The sensors can be attached to
the outside using threads (Figure 3–9); other options for ﬁxation via PSA or Velcro
are possible as well. If suﬃcient space is available, attachment from the inside is also
an option – identical to the side-attachment (see Figure 3–8). Electrical wires are
routed through a small hole in the SLI and soldered to the OTS wires.
Regarding the accuracy of orientation and SLI warping, the bottom side provides the
same conditions as the side panels.
3.6.1.3 Top Panel – Radiator
The top of MASCOT requires a completely diﬀerent approach for attachment of the
OTS, as this side is made up entirely by the Radiator surface. Attachment of the OTS
via a Kapton support-sheet is an option near the corners and sides of the radiator
panel. The support-sheet is hereby ﬁxated using the radiator panel screws (Figure
3–10); additional attachment of the support-sheet to the radiator via PSA is also
possible. PSA or Velcro can also be used instead of threads, to attach the sensors to
the support sheet.
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OTS
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MASCOT wall
(3mil Kapton)Threads
Hole for 
OTS wiring
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structure,
payloads,
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soldered
connection
Figure 3–9: OTS attachment concept for the bottom side. Sensors are placed directly
onto the wall-panel as protrusion is not an issue on this side of MASCOT. A
small hole in the SLI is used for routing the electrical wiring.
radiator surface
OTS
radiator panel 
screws OTS
Kapton support 
sheet (3mil)
Kapton support 
sheet (3mil)
radiator surface
Threads
Threads
additional securing
with PSA
Figure 3–10: OTS attachment concept for the top side of MASCOT. Sensor attach-
ment to the Kapton support-sheet is possible, using either threads, PSA or
Velcro.
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3.6.2 Possible Attachment Locations
Possible locations for the placement of 1–2 sensors on each of MASCOT’s sides are
shown in Figures 3–11 and 3–12.
yx
z
Sub-radiator
HP flanges
Figure 3–11: Possible locations for OTS attachment (+x,+y,+z)-sides. Critical ar-
eas around the heat-pipe (HP) flanges and sub-radiator on the +z-side are
highlighted. Image courtesy of DLR.
y
x
z
antenna and 
release mechanism
UMC
MicrOmega
Figure 3–12: Possible locations for OTS attachment (-x,-y,-z)-sides. On the –z-side,
areas around the release mechanism, umbilical connector, MicrOmega and
the bottom antenna must remain free. Image courtesy of DLR.
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Most sides have no problem accommodating two sensors. Limited space is available
on the front side (+y) due to the ﬁeld of view (FOV) of MARA and WAC; only half
of the side is covered by SLI. The top side (+z) is also very restricted due to its
function as radiator. The OTS should therefore be located far away from the two
heat-pipe (HP) ﬂanges, and should not cover the sub-radiator.
3.6.3 Electrical Connection
A total of 141 channels are available on MASCOT’s on-board computer (BC) for the
OTS. This allows attaching the up to 12 sensors, needed for the GNC concept. The
harness for the temperature sensors provides suﬃcient wire length to connect the
OTS on all six sides of MASCOT. Teﬂon insulated, shielded AWG282 wire is hereby
used in the harness. The shielding can be removed if necessary, and the harness wires
are directly soldered to the constantan wires of the OTS.
To facilitate wire routing, the OTS should be located close to either the PECS, or the
routing path of the PECS wires. All suggested locations shown in Figures 3–11 and
3–12 fulﬁll this requirement. The connection diagram of the OTS to the Temperature
Sensor Monitor (TSM) of MASCOT’s OBC is shown in Figure 3–13.
RECEIVER
SOURCE
MUX
PT1000
 A
Figure 3–13: Electrical connection of the OTS to the MASCOT OBC. Schematic
shows the circuit with which a source – in this case the OTS – is connected
to the TSM (Landström 2012).
1 12 channels on both the main and redundant OBC, plus two additional spare channels.
2 American Wire Gauge; AWG28 equals a wire diameter of 0.321mm (without insulation).
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4 Sensor Testing
This chapter describes the thermal-vacuum tests of the Orientation Temperature
Sensors, performed at the DLR Institute of Space Systems in Bremen, Germany. It
includes a short description of the test facilities and equipment (Section 4.1), an
overview and description of the diﬀerent test setups (Section 4.2), and the results
obtained during testing (Section 4.3).
4.1 Test Facilities and Equipment
Figure 4–1: Image of the SSA’s thermal-vacuum chamber The Drawing shows the
LN-cooled shroud inside of the vacuum chamber. Image courtesy of DLR.
All thermal-vacuum tests of the OTS hardware have been conducted at the Sonnen-
simulatoranlage (SSA) at the Institute of Space Systems in Bremen (Figure 4–1).
The SSA’s thermal-vacuum chamber is capable of providing a vacuum of less than
10 5mbar1. It is equipped with a liquid nitrogen (LN) cooled shroud, capable of
reaching temperatures down to 78K; this value is regarded as suﬃciently low for sim-
ulating the Space environment. Approximately three hours are needed for pumping
and cooling until test-conditions are reached. To facilitate integration of test equip-
ment, rails for a movable cart are installed inside the shroud. The shroud’s inner
dimensions are available in Figure 4–2.
The chamber is equipped with a Sun imitator (SI). This device provides a stabilized
solar power ﬂux density q˙SI of up to 1500Wm 2 in the chamber’s test plane. The
1 Value required to meet ESA vacuum test standards. The vacuum achieved by the SSA chamber
when cooled is higher by approximately one magnitude.
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Figure 4–2: Dimensions of the cooled shroud inside the vacuum chamber. The
location of the window for the Sun imitator is shown, as is the location of the
test plane.
diameter of the SI-beam is approximately 150mm. Measurements of the beam’s solar
ﬂux density in Figure 4–3 indicate a non-uniformity, as well as a slight misalignment
of the SI-beam, relative to the SI-window in the back of the shroud (Boden 2013e).
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Figure 4–3: Measured solar flux density of the Sun imitator in the test plane. Mea-
surements are taken in the test plane, at maximum stable power settings; both
the misalignment and non-uniformity of the beam are visible.
A Yokogawa DC100 system is used for temperature recording and regulation during
tests. Since a number of OTS tests are performed in conjunction with the thermal-
vacuum test campaigns of MASCOT (TVAC), the availability of suﬃcient channels on
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the Yokogawa system is not guaranteed. In these cases, a Gossen Metrawatt R6000
controller can be used in addition to the Yokogawa system. Both systems are capable
of measuring PT100 RTDs, using a four-wire interface (FWI). Inside the vacuum
chamber, a 2.54mm pitch connector with 2 2 pins is used for sensor connection.
The wiring diagram is is available in Figure 4–4, including an image of the connector.
PT100
Figure 4–4: Wiring diagram of the connectors for the PT100 temperature sensors.
The FWI connection makes it possible to eliminate wire resistances, providing
accurate temperature readings.
4.2 Test Overview
The purpose of the thermal vacuum tests conducted with the OTS is to analyze their
behavior during the actual mission. This allows identifying whether the sensors can
be used for the purpose of attitude determination. In addition, the data can be used
to verify the simulation model (Chapter 2). The sensors are tested under diﬀerent
conditions, including varying MASCOT temperatures TMSC and external inﬂuences;
both shadowed and illuminated cases, with diﬀerent Sun angles are analyzed. All three
sensor-types (sun, soil and black) are tested to determine their individual behavior
and evaluate their performance.
During testing the OTS are mounted to a heated plate to simulate the inﬂuence of
MASCOT’s temperature on the sensors (Figure 4–5). To provide an even temperature
distribution, a suﬃciently thick copper or aluminum plate is used. Using this MAS-
COT imitator plate diﬀerent thermal cases are simulated; a MASCOT temperature
between -70 C and +70 C (203–343K) is hereby of interest2.
Kapton tape is used to attach the OTS to the MASCOT imitator. The tape is
attached around all four sides of the OTS, pressing it ﬁrmly against the surface of
the MSC imitator (Figure 4–5); the sensor wiring is also ﬁxated to the plate using
Kapton tape. This attachment maximizes the thermal inﬂuence form MASCOT
on the OTS, representing a worst-case scenario under which the OTS are required
to operate during the mission. This worst-case is used, as the actual attachment
2 This covers the entire operational temperature range of MASCOT (Cordero 2012).
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method and location is not yet deﬁned. Heat transfer from MASCOT to the OTS
hereby occurs in the face-sheet, through the entire backside of the sensor, and via
the electrical wires.
Heated Al or Cu MASCOT imitator plate OTS attachment to MSC imitator
BackFront
OTS
Kapton Tape
SLI for heater 
and RTD
OTS wire fixation 
to heated plate
thin film 
heater
PT100 
RTD
attachment holes
BackFront
optical coating
(low α , high ε)
Figure 4–5: MASCOT imitator plates for the test-setup and OTS attachment. The
MASCOT imitator temperature TMSC can be regulated using a PT100 sensor.
All conducted tests can be grouped into two main categories; dedicated OTS tests,
and tests conducted alongside the MASCOT TVAC2 campaign. An overview of all
tests is available in Table 4–1, including a short description of the test’s purpose and
references to any related documentation.
Table 4–1: List of all thermal-vacuum tests conducted with the OTS. Documentation
is referenced where available (test procedures and reports).
Test ID Documents Description
STV-021-2013-
TVAC2C 
(Baturkin 2013a)
(Boden 2013g)
Test of old hardware under shadowed condi-
tions, alongside MASCOT return phase test.
STV-033-2013-
TVAC2A 
(Boden 2013c)
(Boden 2013f)
Test of Rev1 hardware under shadowed condi-
tions, alongside MASCOT return phase test.
STV-038-2013-
OTS-MASCOT
(Boden 2013d)
(Boden 2013b)
Dedicated test of Rev1 hardware under shad-
owed and illuminated conditions.
STV-040-2013-
TVAC2B
(Boden 2013c)
(Boden 2013b)
Test of Rev1 hardware under shadowed condi-
tions, alongside MASCOT cruise phase test.
STV-0XX-2013-
Heatpipe1D-v2
—
First test of Rev2 hardware, together with
MASCOT heat-pipes; no LN-cooled shroud.
STV-045-2013-
TVAC2B-R
—
Test of Rev2 hardware under shadowed condi-
tions, alongside MASCOT cruise phase test.
 Test does not conform to worst-case scenario; Kapton tape is only used on two OTS sides.
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4.2.1 Shadowed OTS Tests alongside MASCOT TVAC
Campaign
A majority of tests with the OTS are conducted alongside MASCOT’s second thermal
vacuum campaign (TVAC2). The MASCOT imitators are hereby mounted to a test
support structure which is adjusted to position the OTS with a view factor of one
towards the shroud. The Hayabusa-II imitator used during the MASCOT tests leaves
little space for the OTS test setup; use of the SI is not possible. One of these
setups is shown in Figure 4–6; position and orientation are adjustable to allow proper
accommodation inside the vacuum chamber. Figure 4–7 stresses the small amount
of space that is available for integration of the OTS test alongside the HY2 imitator.
Hayabusa-2 Imitator
and MASCOT/MESS
MSC TS2
heater2
heater1
OTS
side view
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MSC TS1
OTS
Cart
tension wire
Cart
Hayabusa-2 Imitator
and MASCOT/MESS
tension wire
co
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top view
OTS
Figure 4–6: Setup of OTS tests conducted alongside the TVAC2 campaign. This
test setup was used on the TVAC2A, TVAC2B, TVAC2C and TVAC2B-R
campaigns; its position and height are adjustable.
Figure 4–7: Images of the OTS test integrated alongside TVAC2. Pictures taken
from the TVAC2C (l) and TVAC2B-R (r) integration.
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4.2.2 Dedicated OTS Test with use of Sun Imitator
The exclusive use of the thermal-vacuum chamber for OTS tests makes it possible
to vary the external inﬂuences on the sensors. By mounting the MSC imitators
to a rotating pole the inﬂuence of Sun illumination under diﬀerent angles can be
tested. Figure 4–8 shows a schematic of the dedicated OTS test setup; images of
the integration inside the vacuum chamber are available in Figure 4–9.
OTS Black1
(MLI+)
OTS Black2
OTS Soil2
(MLI+)
OTS Soil1
MSC Soil MSC Sun
heaterheater
rotating pole
Sun imitator (SI)
front of 
chamber
side view top view
Black 
to SI
Sun to SI
Soil 
to SI
flange position
OTS Sun1
OTS Sun2
(MLI+)
bottom mounting point
tension screws
and spring plate
rotating flange for 
external manipluation
outside chamber
inside chamber
markings in 5 degree steps
free rotation by ±180°
Figure 4–8: Schematic of the dedicated OTS test setup. All three sensor-types can
be rotated into the SI-beam at different angles.
Figure 4–9: Images of the dedicated OTS test setup inside the vacuum chamber.
The images show the OTS installation onto the heated MSC imitator plates
(l) and the completed integration of the test setup (r). Wires are fixated to
prevent them from hindering rotation during the test.
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The angled construction of the MSC-imitator plates results in diﬀerent illumination
angles  SI for a rotation of the ﬂange by an angle  .  SI is the angle between the
direction of the SI-beam }vSI, and the surface normal of the OTS }nOTS:
 SI = cos
 1
 
}vSI  }nOTS
 }vSI   }nOTS 
 
(4–1)
The normal vector of the OTS is a function of the ﬁxed inclination angle of each
MSC imitator plate (i), and the rotation angle of the ﬂange ( ):
}nOTS =
 
  cos   sin  0sin  cos  0
0 0 1
 
  
    
Rotation with angle γ
around z-axis
 
 
  1 0 00 cos i  sin i
0 sin i cos i
 
  
    
Rotation with angle i
around x-axis
 
 
  01
0
 
  
    
SI-beam
direction
(4–2)
Figure 4–10 shows the illumination angle  SI, as a function of the ﬂange rotation  .
The eﬀective power ﬂux density on the sensor surface is
q˙eff = q˙SI cos SI . (4–3)
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Figure 4–10: Variable angle  SI between OTS surface normal and SI-beam. The
different inclination of each MSC imitator plate results in a slightly different
 SI for each sensor-type. Angles up to 90
 are possible.
Due to the limited diameter of the SI-beam, the OTS move outside the uniform
area of the SI-beam for large values of  (Figure 4–11). Angles of  15 are no
problem; however, for angles of  45 the lower sensors are already partially outside
the SI-beam. The upper sensors remain inside the beam for very high angles ( 75 ).
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(a) Flange rotation: 0 and  90 
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(b) Flange rotation:  15 
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(c) Flange rotation:  45 
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(d) Flange rotation:  75 
Figure 4–11: OTS position inside the SI beam for different angles. The viewpoint is
from the origin of the SI beam, towards the test setup. Only one of the three
MSC-imitator plates with two OTS is shown to prevent cluttering.
A shutter in front of the SI beam allows shadowed conditions with this setup as
well. Unlike the rest of the shroud, the shutter is not cooled; rotating the sensors
to a position where the view factor between the OTS and shutter is minimized is
necessary to prevent any impact on the OTS temperature.
4.2.3 Other Test Setups
While other test setups besides the ones described in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 exist,
they all use the same basic setup. Diﬀerences are mainly in the placement of the
MSC imitator plates within the shroud, due to the presence of other tests.
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4.3 Results of Thermal Vacuum Tests
During tests, the following values are recorded:
• shroud temperatures Tshroud
• MSC imitator plate temperatures TMSC
• OTS temperatures TOTS
Shroud temperatures can vary in diﬀerent locations due to the shroud’s internal piping;
therefore either the temperature of the area which the OTS are facing, or an average
shroud temperature is used as reference. For illuminated cases, the power ﬂux density
that reaches the OTS from the SI (q˙eff ) is required; as basis for its calculation an
average value of 1480Wm 2 is assumed for q˙SI.
Temperature progression is plotted over the duration of the test. Figures 4–12 –
4–13 show a plot of this progression for the STV-038 and STV-045 tests. These two
tests provide the most signiﬁcant data for further analysis. The results of these two
tests are shown in detail in the following sections. Plots of other tests are available
in Appendix A.5.1, as is a detailed listing of the data obtained during the tests.
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Figure 4–12: Temperature progression of the TVAC2B-R test with the Rev2 hard-
ware. Shadowed case is tested with different MASCOT temperatures; a Rev1
sensor has also been included for comparison.
Speciﬁc points of interest are the steady-state temperatures of the OTS TSS. A
steady-state condition is reached when the recorded temperature changes by less
than 0.5K over a period of one hour. All related variables such as temperatures
(TMSC and Tshroud) must also remain constant – or within their expected envelope –
during this time. For the illuminated case, the time required for the transition from
one steady-state to the other is also of interest, as it indicates how fast the OTS
reacts to changes in its environment.
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(a) Day 1: Cooled shroud, TMSC at 273 and 343K.
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(b) Day 2: Cooled shroud, TMSC at 203 and 373K; varying illumination angles.
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(c) Day 3: Uncooled shroud, TMSC at 343K; varying illumination angles.
Figure 4–13: Temperature progression of the dedicated OTS test (STV-038). The
test was conducted over 3 separate days: (a) and (b) with a cooled shroud;
(c) with an uncooled shroud in a temperature range expected for the surface
of 1999 JU3 (Biele 2013).
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4.3.1 Shadowed Case Test Data
The steady-state temperatures during the shadowed case are listed in Table 4–2 for
both the Rev1 and Rev2 OTS. The steady-state temperature can vary by  0.5K
from the listed values.
Table 4–2: Steady-state temperatures of Rev1 & Rev2 OTS for the shadowed case.
Data sorted by sensor-type and temperature of the MASCOT imitator.
OTS ID TMSC [K] Tshroud [K] TSS [K] Test ID
sun-type:
Sun1 203.2 81.6 150.0 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Sun+MLI2
 203 81.6 146.4 STV-040 (TVAC2B)
Sun1 273.3 80.5 175.6 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Sun+MLI2
 272.9 81.5 168.1 STV-040 (TVAC2B)
Sun1 342.9 80.5 199.2 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Sun+MLI2
 342.9 80.5 189.1 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
soil-type:
Soil1 203.2 81.6 144.8 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Soil+MLI2
 203.2 81.6 141.8 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Soil3.1 203 79.6 135.8 STV-045 (TVAC2B-R)
Soil1 273.3 80.5 171.9 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Soil+MLI2
 273.3 80.5 159.2 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Soil3.1 273 80.7 154.5 STV-045 (TVAC2B-R)
Soil1 342.9 80.5 197.0 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Soil+MLI2
 342.9 80.5 174.6 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Soil3.1 342.9 81.4 171.0 STV-045 (TVAC2B-R)
black-type:
Black+MLI1
 203.2 81.6 136.2 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Black2 203.2 81.6 135.3 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Black3.1b 203 79.6 124.8 STV-045 (TVAC2B-R)
Black+MLI1
 273.3 80.5 161.2 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Black2 273.3 80.5 163.5 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Black3.1b 273 80.7 143.5 STV-045 (TVAC2B-R)
Black+MLI1
 342.9 80.5 170.6 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Black2 342.9 80.5 175.0 STV-038 (OTS-MASCOT)
Black3.1b 342.9 81.4 163.0 STV-045 (TVAC2B-R)
 +MLI indicates the addition of a 10-layer MLI-package to the Rev1 OTS.
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Results are sorted by the MASCOT imitator temperature TMSC and the OTS-ID. Test-
ID and shroud temperatures Tshroud are included for reference. Data that indicates
problems during testing is omitted. This includes cases where the view-factor between
sensors and shroud is not correct, or problems with the MSC imitators are observed
(Figure 4–12). Tests with the old hardware (STV-021) and the ﬁrst Rev1 OTS test
(STV-033) are not listed, as the attachment of the sensors does not comply with
the worst-case conditions. Only sensors where the expected temperature range of
MASCOT is available (TMSC = 203, 273, 343K) are included in the table.
Figure 4–14 provides a visual comparison of the steady-state temperatures of the
diﬀerent OTS. Steady-state temperatures generally decrease with newer hardware
iterations; an exception occurs when the older hardware has been modiﬁed with an
additional MLI-package. A complete list of all shadowed steady-state temperatures is
available in Appendix A.5.2; this includes the old hardware and the tests conducted
with a non-LN-cooled shroud.
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Figure 4–14: Comparison of steady-state temperatures for different OTS iterations.
An 10 layer MLI-package is added to the Sun2, Soil2 and Black1 sensors. The
values from Table 4–2 are shown. The addition of a 10-layer MLI package to
the Rev1 OTS significantly increases their performance; more than the heat-
shrink tube removal in the Rev1-v2 sensors (exception: Black2 at T203 K).
The temperature of the shroud is observed to ﬂuctuate slightly due to the mechanical
valves used for controlling the ﬂow of LN. This does not inﬂuence the results in
general, unless a permanent increase in Tshroud occurs. This has been observed during
the TVAC2B-R test (Figure 4–12), when the HY2-imitator was switched from cold-
case to hot-case; the size of this experiment in relation to the shroud’s inner volume
explains this inﬂuence.
4.3.2 Illuminated Case Test Data
So far, a dedicated test with the SSA’s Sun imitator has only been conducted using
the Rev1 hardware. Modiﬁcations have been made to some of the sensors, by adding
an additional 10-layer MLI-package to improve their performance. This modiﬁcation
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was made to the ﬁrst version of the Rev1 black-type (Black1), and the second version
of the Rev1 sun-type (Sun2) and soil-type (Soil2) sensors.
Table 4–3 shows the steady-state temperatures for all cases where the ﬂange is rotated
directly towards the SI beam ( =0). Only the inclination of the MSC imitator plates
aﬀects  SI in this case. Results are sorted by sensor-type and temperature of the
MASCOT imitator; cases that were performed multiple times are grouped together.
Table 4–3: List of steady-state temperatures for illuminated cases with  =0 . Re-
sults are sorted by sensor-type and TMSC. Cases with multiple measurements
are grouped together.
OTS ID
TMSC Tshroud  SI q˙eff TSS1 TSS2 TSS3
[K] [K] [deg] [Wm 2] [K] [K] [K]
sun-type:
Sun1 215.5 80.5 35.0 1212 422.1 — —
Sun+MLI2 215.5
 80.5 35.0 1212 424.0 — —
Sun1 273.1 80.4 35.0 1212 421.4 421.3 —
Sun+MLI2 273.1 80.4 35.0 1212 423.5 423.5 —
Sun1 343.0 86.3 35 1212 423.2 — —
Sun+MLI2 343.0 86.3
 35 1212 424.9 — —
Sun1 343.2 301.4 35 1212 448.4 — —
Sun+MLI2 343.2 301.4 35 1212 450.5 — —
soil-type:
Soil1 221.0 81.2 35.5 1205 269.8 — —
Soil+MLI2 221.0
 81.2 35.5 1205 254.1 — —
Soil1 273.2 81.8 35.5 1205 272.8 — —
Soil+MLI2 273.2 81.8 35.5 1205 256.4 — —
Soil1 343.1 101.2 35.5 1205 281.5 — —
Soil+MLI2 343.1 101.2
 35.5 1205 260.1 — —
black-type:
Black+MLI1 215.8
 80.5 31.5 1262 382.8 — —
Black2 215.8 80.5 31.5 1262 378.3 — —
Black+MLI1 273.3 80.3 31.5 1262 383.1 383.1 383.8
Black2 273.3 80.3 31.5 1262 379.0 378.9 379.8
Black+MLI1 342.9 79.9 31.5 1262 383.8 — —
Black2 342.9 79.9 31.5 1262 380.0 — —
Black+MLI1 343.2 298.1 31.5 1262 412.4 — —
Black2 343.2 298.1 31.5 1262 408.4 — —
 unstable TMSC at low temperatures due to power flux from SI.
 depleted LN-supply causes shroud temperature to increase.
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The OTS with the added MLI-package are generally less inﬂuenced by MASCOT’s
temperature, and show a higher temperature when illuminated. The diﬀerence be-
tween the two versions is relatively small in the sun and black type sensors (2–4K);
the two soil-type sensors display a larger temperature deviation, up to 21K. This indi-
cates a possible problem with the construction of the Soil1 sensor, caused by leakage
of light into the sensor.
The temperature of the sun and black type OTS remains almost unaﬀected by TMSC;
variations lie within 0.9–1.1K for Sun, and 1.0–1.1.7K for black type sensors. With
an uncooled shroud the eﬀects on the illuminated steady-state temperature become
more noticeable. Under the same conditions (identical q˙eff , TMSC and Tshroud), test
results were reproducible with a variance ∆T of less than 1K (Sun-type: 0.0–0.1K;
black-type: 0.7–0.8K).
Table 4–4 shows steady-state temperatures for illuminated cases where the ﬂange is
rotated by an angle  . Both the rotation angle of the ﬂange  , and the resulting
illumination angle  SI are listed. Results are sorted by sensor-type and temperature
of the MASCOT imitator. Temperatures for ﬂange rotations in clockwise (CW) and
counter-clockwise (CCW) direction are grouped together. Due to lack of time and
earlier problems with the soil-type sensors, no measurements have been made with
these sensors.
Changes in the illumination angle are recognized by the OTS, even for small angles
(10–15 ). In cases where measurements are taken from both CW and CCW rotation
of the ﬂange, similar temperatures are recorded. A divergence of less than 1.5K is
observed during all tested cases, with angles up to 52.9 for the sun and black type
OTS. One exception is the complete sideways illumination of the sensors ( OTS =
90 ). While a general temperature increase is observed in all OTS when illuminated
from the side ( SI=90 ), the Soil1 sensor displayed an extremely high temperature
increase (Figure 4–15).
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Figure 4–15: Temperature progression of OTS, illuminated sideways ( SI=90
 ).
Soil1 displays a very large increase in temperature compared to all other
sensors, which cannot be explained by its location within the SI-beam alone.
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Table 4–4: List of illuminated steady-state temperatures with flange rotation
  = 0 . Results are sorted by sensor type. Additional parameters are listed
for reference. Some tests have been conducted with different rotation direc-
tions of the flange; clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW).
OTS ID
TMSC Tshroud   SI q˙eff TSS (CCW) TSS (CW)
[K] [K] [deg] [deg] [Wm 2] [K] [K]
sun-type:
Sun1 273.2 93.5 15 37.7 1171 417.5 —
Sun+MLI2 273.2 93.5
 15 37.7 1171 421.8 —
Sun1 273.2 81.0 45 54.6 857 380.5 —
Sun+MLI2 273.2 81.0 45 54.6 857 381.9 —
Sun1 343.2 300.3 75 77.76 314 345.0 —
Sun+MLI2 343.2 300.3 75 77.76 314 336.4 —
Sun1 343.2 298.7 45 54.6 857 412.1 —
Sun+MLI2 343.2 298.7 45 54.6 857 413.7 —
Sun1 343.2 301.1 15 37.7 1171 443.9 —
Sun+MLI2 343.2 301.1 15 37.7 1171 447.4 —
black-type:
Black+MLI1 223.0
 80.5 10 32.89 1243 380.5 380.9
Black2 223.0 80.5 10 32.89 1243 377.3 376.4
Black+MLI1 273.4 80.4 15 32.9 1219 379.6 280.1
Black2 273.4 80.4 15 32.9 1219 377.4 376.0
Black+MLI1 273.4 81.0 45 52.9 892 350 351.4
Black2 273.4 81.0 45 52.9 892 346.5 345.4
Black+MLI1 273.2 93.3
 75 77.3 327 — 265.4
Black2 273.2 93.3 75 77.3 327 — 252.4
Black+MLI1 343.2 300.3 15 32.9 1219 — 410.4
Black2 343.2 300.3 15 32.9 1219 — 406.4
Black+MLI1 343.2 298.7 45 52.9 892 — 388.5
Black2 343.2 298.7 45 52.9 892 — 383.8
Black+MLI1 343.1 301.1 75 77.25 327 — 331.0
Black2 343.1 301.1 75 77.25 327 — 337.6
 unstable TMSC at low temperatures due to power flux from SI.
 depleted LN-supply causes shroud temperature to increase.
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4.3.3 Transition Times
The speed of the transition between shadowed and illuminated steady-states is also of
interest, as it provides an insight into the reaction time of the sensors. The transition
time ∆t is hereby deﬁned as the time needed to reach a value within 2K of the ﬁnal
steady-state temperature, once the SI shutter is open and the sensors are illuminated.
A graphical view of these transitions from shadowed to fully illuminated state ( =0 )
with a cooled shroud is shown in Figure 4–16 for all three sensor types (Rev1-v2).
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Figure 4–16: Transition of Rev1-v2 OTS from shadowed to illuminated case. Black
sensors have the fastest reaction time; soil sensors the slowest. TMSC has little
influence on the steady-state temperature, and therefore on the transition
time ∆t.
The individual transition times are listed in Table 4–5; they are almost independent of
the sensor’s stating temperature and the temperature of the MASCOT imitator. An
exception is the behavior of the soil-type sensor during tests with an uncooled shroud;
the sensor shows a signiﬁcantly reduced ∆t in this case. An overview of transition
times between diﬀerent illuminated cases, and for the Rev1-v1 OTS is available in
Appendix A.5.3.
Data regarding the duration of reaching shadowed steady-state after illumination is
limited, as complete cooling of the sensors was not possible due to limited testing
time; available data is listed in Table 4–6.
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Table 4–5: OTS transition time ∆t from shadowed to illuminated steady-state.
The black-type sensors show the fastest response-time regarding changes in
illumination; soil-type sensors have the slowest reaction time.
OTS ID
Tshroud TMSC q˙eff TSS start TSS end ∆t
[K] [K] [Wm 2] [K] [K] [s]
sun-type:
Sun+MLI2 81.2 209.9 0 1212 157.7 424.1 1290
Sun+MLI2 81.0 273.3 0 1212 196.3 423.6 1260
Sun+MLI2 80.6 273.4 0 1212 185.0 423.6 1290
Sun+MLI2 82.3 343.3 0 1212 207.8 425.0 1230
Sun+MLI2 80.5 273.3 0 857 239.8 381.9 1410
Sun+MLI2 298.4 343.2 0 857 306.8 413.8 1050
Sun+MLI2 299.9 343.2 0 314 303.1 336.6 1230
soil-type:
Soil+MLI2 81.2 213.7 0 1205 148.6 254.3 1650
Soil+MLI2 81.1 273.3 0 1205 162.6 256.6 1500
Soil+MLI2 95.6 343.3 0 1205 180.1 260.3 1380
Soil+MLI2 301.7 343.3 0 1164 305.4 331.6 630
black-type:
Black2 81.6 210.3 0 1262 149.7 378.3 810
Black2 80.2 273.3 0 1262 169.3 379.8 720
Black2 80.8 273.3 0 1262 159.0 379.0 780
Black2 81.1 273.3 0 1262 167.9 379.1 780
Black2 81.3 343.2 0 1262 185.1 380.2 750
Black2 297.9 343.2 0 1262 307.2 408.5 540
Black2 299.9 343.3 0 1219 307.2 406.5 570
Table 4–6: OTS transition time ∆t from illuminated to shadowed steady-state.
Limited data is available due to restricted testing time, and the time needed to
reach shadowed steady-state.
OTS ID
Tshroud TMSC q˙eff TSS start TSS end ∆t
[K] [K] [Wm 2] [K] [K] [s]
sun-type:
Sun+MLI2 343.2 298.9 857 0 413.7 301.9 1920
black-type:
Black2 273.3 80.8 1262 0 379.8 156.4 4230
Black2 343.2 298.9 892 0 383.8 301.3 900
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5 Simulation of Thermal Sensors
This chapter covers simulations of the Orientation Temperature Sensors using the
model developed in Chapter 2. Section 5.1 uses the test data from Chapter 4 to
validate the OTS model; sensor parameters are adapted to best match the sensor
behavior, observed during the tests. Section 5.2 uses the adapted model to simulate
the behavior of the sensors under diﬀerent conditions, and Section 5.3 describes
simulations performed under actual mission conditions on the asteroid surface, using
available MASCOT baseline cases.
Only the most important data is used for the discussion in this Chapter; a full overview
of all simulation results is available in Appendix A.6.
5.1 Simulation of Sensors during Tests
This section discusses the validation of the simulation model from Chapter 2, using
the data obtained from the thermal-vacuum tests described in Chapter 4.
5.1.1 Simulation Model Parameters
The parameters used in the simulation model are based on analytic values used to
describe the heat transfer in the sensor (Chapter 2), and the properties and dimensions
of the hardware (Chapter 3). Adaptations have been made to provide the best match
between the model and all available test results for every sensor-type. A detailed
explanation of the reason behind these changes is given in Chapter 6.
Table 5–1 provides an overview of all sensor parameters for all three sensor types
of the Rev2 OTS. Diﬀerent materials used in the ﬁrst and second revisions, as well
as changes in performance lead to slightly diﬀerent values for the Rev1 sensors.
FM hardware also diﬀers due to its electrical connection to the MASCOT OBC. A
complete list of the parameters for all iterations of the OTS is available in Appendix
A.6.1.
Adaptations to the model are made for the sensor-plate thickness, providing a better
representation of the OTS model’s behavior during changes in temperature. An
increased face-sheet thickness is used to better represent the two-dimensional heat
transfer from the sides of the OTS to its center. Instead of only a single 1mil layer
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Table 5–1: Parameters used for simulation of the Rev2 sensors. All three sensor types
are shown. Parameters are divided into those for sensor-plate, face-sheet, MLI and
wiring; parameters that have been adapted from the analytic values are marked
red.
Sensor-Plate: Sun Soil Black
length aSP mm 30 25 25
thickness  SP mm 0.6 0.3 0.3
surface area ASP mm2 900 625 625
volume VSP mm3 540.0 187.5 187.5
material density  SP kgm 3 2700 2700 2700
mass mSP g 1.458 0.506 0.506
speciﬁc heat capacity cp SP J kg 1 K 1 f(T ) f(T ) f(T )
thermal conductance  SP Wm 1K 1 210 210 210
emittance  SP — 0.3675 0.85 0.82
absorptance  SP — 0.697 0.15 0.9
Face-Sheet: sun soil black
length bFS mm 50 50 50
thickness  FS mm 0.0254 6 0.0254 6 0.0254 6
surface area ASP mm2 1600 1875 1875
volume VFS mm3 243.8 285.8 285.8
material density  SP kgm 3 1420 1420 1420
mass mFS g 0.346 0.406 0.406
speciﬁc heat capacity cp SP J kg 1 K 1 1090 1090 1090
thermal conductance  FS Wm 1K 1 0.12 0.12 0.12
emittance  FS — 0.82 0.62 0.82
absorptance  FS — 0.9 0.39 0.9
MLI: sun soil black
eﬀective emittance  eff MLI — 1.37 10 3 1.37 10 3 1.37 10 3
Wiring: sun soil black
length lwire mm 50 50 50
number of wires Nwire — 4 4 4
diameter dwire mm 0.1 0.1 0.1
total cross-section Awire mm2 3.14 10 2 3.14 10 2 3.14 10 2
thermal conductance  wire Wm 1K 1 23 23 23
 adapted thermal capacity of sensor to adjust reaction time of OTS.
 constant value of  900Wm 1K 1; actual value according to Figure A–17 in Appendix A.6.1.
 2D transfer to SP not only through FS-layer, but also through part of MLI.
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(face-sheet), a number of layers inside the MLI are also considered to take part in the
heat transfer.
5.1.2 Comparison of Simulation and Test Data
Using the data from the conducted thermal-vacuum tests allows simulating the
model’s behavior during these tests, and compare the simulation results to the recorded
OTS temperatures. Figures 5–1 to 5–3 show simulations of the STV-038-MASCOT-
OTS test with all three sensor types. Each Figure shows the recorded and simulated
temperature of the OTS, and the temperatures needed for running the simulation
(TMSC, Tshroud). The temperature diﬀerence ∆T between the simulated and recorded
temperatures is also plotted, as are the individual heat ﬂow rates into and out of the
sensor
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Figure 5–1: Simulation of black-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day2).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙.
The model predicts the sensor behavior accurately – especially during steady states
(○); here the model achieves an accuracy within a deviation ∆T 10K for most
cases, using the adapted parameters from Section 5.1.1. Exceptions are the sun-
type sensors, which both show a slightly larger deviation; the soil-type OTS without
the MLI-package also displays an error outside of the 10K range. For the sun-type
sensors, this error is partially explained by the two materials used to achieve the desired
eﬀective emittance (see Chapter 3). The behavior of the Soil1 sensor is observed to
be inaccurate in general, due to thermal and light leakage.
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Figure 5–2: Simulation of soil-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day2).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
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Figure 5–3: Simulation of sun-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day2).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙.
Between steady-states the model has an increased deviation from the actual sensor
behavior. An adapted thermal capacity ensures that this deviation remains within
a reasonable limit. Cases where the model greatly diﬀers from the recorded sensor
temperatures, are during initial cooling of the shroud (○). For rotation of the sensors
outside of the constant SI-beam, and during sideways illumination the model also
becomes inaccurate (○), as these eﬀects are not considered in the thermal model.
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For the Rev2 OTS, Figures 5–4 and 5–5 show the results of the simulation under
shadowed conditions with a wide range of MASCOT temperatures during the STV-
045 test.
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Figure 5–4: Simulation of soil-type OTS sensors during the STV–045 test. Points
of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded data is
shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
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q˙.
Both the soil and black type sensors show good overall accuracy for all temperature
levels of MASCOT. The maximum deviation between recorded data and simulation
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remains within  10K at all times, with the exception of the initial shroud cooling.
The error between model and recorded data remains low during the transition between
diﬀerent temperature levels of TMSC; only small peaks of∆T are observed during these
transitions. The accuracy of the soil-type model decreases with larger temperatures
of MASCOT; the black-type OTS on the other hand show better accuracy at higher
MASCOT temperature levels.
Illuminated test data for the revision 2 sensors is not available; however, results similar
to those in STV–038 are expected. Due to the closed design of the Rev2 OTS, the
problem of light leakage into the sensor should have been resolved.
Additional simulation results for all conducted thermal-vacuum tests are available in
Appendix A.6.2. This includes all tests conducted using the Rev1 and Rev2 hardware
with the worst-case attachment to the MASCOT imitator plates.
5.2 Simulation of Sensor Behavior Based on
Orientation
Using the developed and validated OTS model, simulations of OTS temperatures are
performed under conditions which are expected during the mission. These simulations
provide an overview of the sensor behavior based on their orientation towards the Sun,
Space, and asteroid surface. For these simulations, the ﬂight model parameters of
the OTS are used in the simulation model (Appendix A.6.1, Table A–12).
The solar power ﬂux density q˙Sun at the asteroid varies with the exact mission sce-
nario. A maximum value of 1458Wm 2 is expected at 1999 JU3, and used in the
following analysis (Biele 2013). The actual power ﬂux density during the mission can
vary, depending on the location of 1999 JU3 on its orbit during the deployment of
MASCOT.
This section focuses on the behavior of the black-type sensors; other types are ex-
pected to show similar behavior regarding changes in the environment, in accordance
with their optical properties. Data on the behavior of other sensor-types is available
in Appendix A.6.3.
The orientation of MASCOT during these simulations is shown in Figure 5–6. MAS-
COT lies ﬂat on the asteroid surface with its coordinate system identical to that of
the local asteroid surface (NWU-frame). Simulations are performed using a constant
Sun angle  Sun between 0 and 90 , relative to the asteroid surface normal. The local
Sun elevation angle  Sun equals 90 – Sun . The Sun vector lies in the yz-plane and
is varied by rotation around the x-axis of the NWU-frame.
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MASCOT
shadowed sides
top side
illuminated side
NWU
nSun
θ  
Figure 5–6: MASCOT orientation in NWU-frame during steady-state simulation.
The coordinate frame of MASCOT is identical to the NWU-frame. The Sun
vector }nSun lies in the common xz-plane;  Sun is rotated around the x-axis
from 0 to 90 ; the Sun elevation  is 90 – Sun.
Using this setup, the following positions of the OTS on MASCOT are investigated:
• top side OTS, facing Space
• sideways OTS on illuminated side
• sideways OTS on shadowed sides
• bottom side OTS, facing the asteroid surface
5.2.1 Towards Space (Top Side OTS)
The top sensor on the +z-side of MASCOT only sees Space; it experiences no inﬂu-
ence from the asteroid surface (IR; albedo). The Sun angle  Sun on the OTS on this
side of MASCOT is identical to that of the asteroid surface. Figure 5–7 shows the
steady state temperatures that are reached by the black-type OTS, based on a  Sun
between 0 and 90 degrees. MASCOT temperature is between 250 and 400K, covering
the upper operational range, critical for the on-asteroid phase (Cordero 2012).
All sensor types show similar behavior when the Sun angle and MASCOT temperature
is varied. The highest temperatures are observed in the sun-type OTS, as they have
the highest  / -ratio. The inﬂuence of the solar power ﬂux on the soil-type sensors
is reduced due to their low absorptance.
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Figure 5–7: Steady-state temperature of black-type OTS, oriented towards space.
Temperatures are shown for different Sun angles  Sun and TMSC. Lines repre-
sent a difference in temperature of 5K.
Figure 5–8 shows a magniﬁed view of Figure 5–7 for large angles  Sun between 80 
and 90 ; these angles result in a very low solar ﬂux on the OTS surface.
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Figure 5–8: Black-type OTS (top) steady-state temperatures for large  Sun. The
range of  Sun between 80
 and 90 from Figure 5–7 is shown. Lines represent
a difference in temperature of 5K.
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5.2.2 Perpendicular to Surface (Sideways)
The sideways facing OTS ( y;  x) experience the impact of both Space and the
asteroid surface. Both IR and albedo radiation originate from the asteroid surface.
Out of these four sides, one is also directly illuminated by the Sun (+y), while the
other three are considered to be shadowed (Figure 5–6).
By assuming an inﬁnitely ﬂat surface for the asteroid, the OTS have their view factor
divided equally between space and the asteroid surface. This assumption provides a
ﬁrst estimate of the impact that the asteroid surface has on the OTS. While the exact
terrain of 1999 JU3 is unknown, (Müller 2011) indicates a smooth surface with small
particle sizes, making the above assumption reasonable. A constant temperature is
assumed for the asteroid surface during these steady-state simulations. It is based on
the surface temperature during local noon at one of the possible MASCOT landing
sites (CL02-case; latitude  =N10.49 ).
For the illuminated side of MASCOT (+y), the steady state temperatures of the
black-type OTS are shown in Figure 5–9, based on diﬀerent Sun angles  Sun and
MASCOT temperatures TMSC.
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Figure 5–9: Steady-state temperature of black-type OTS, on illuminated side. Tem-
peratures are shown for different Sun angles  Sun and TMSC. The surface
temperature is constant at 372.0K. Lines are shown for every 5K.
The steady-state temperature of the shadowed sensors on the other three sides of
MASCOT are shown in Figure 5–10. Although shadowed, the OTS temperature
displays some dependency on  Sun. The reason for this is the albedo reﬂected from
the asteroid surface onto the OTS, which increases for low Sun angles  Sun in the
NWU-frame. The maximum Sun angle depends on the latitude of the landing site,
and is reached at local noon.
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Figure 5–10: Steady-state temperature of black-type OTS, on shadowed sides.
Temperatures are shown under different Sun angles  Sun and TMSC. The
surface temperature is constant at 372.0K. Lines are shown for every 1K.
Steady-state temperatures of the other sensor-types shown in Appendix A.6.3 suggest
that the impact from direct illumination, as well as from albedo is strongest in the
sun-type sensors. Eﬀects from the shadow of MASCOT are not considered due to
the small size of the lander in relation to the asteroid surface.
5.2.3 Contact with Surface (Bottom Side)
The bottom sensor receives no impact from space or the Sun, and is only inﬂuenced
by the asteroid surface through radiative heat transfer and direct contact. The tem-
perature progression in the asteroid surface depends on the temperature distribution
in the soil. This temperature distribution and its progression is modeled in Appendix
B. Soil temperatures have long-term ﬂuctuations during the asteroid’s orbit around
the Sun, and short-term ﬂuctuations during the asteroid day. Both ﬂuctuations in-
ﬂuence the temperature in the asteroid soil up to a certain depth. For the simulation
of the OTS in contact with the asteroid surface, the soil is modeled to a depth of
57 cm. The soil that the OTS is placed on is cut oﬀ from any inﬂuence from Space
or the Sun, and instead experiences radiative and conductive heat transfer with the
OTS. Only heat transfer between soil in diﬀerent depths is regarded, with no lateral
heat-transfer occurring within the soil. This simpliﬁcation can be made due to the
good isolation of the soil (low conductance); in combination with the small thickness
of the soil model layers (small lateral contact surface) only a negligible amount of
heat is transferred laterally inside the individual layers.
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Figure 5–11 shows the temperature progression for diﬀerent initial temperatures of
the OTS; no steady-state is reached for the asteroid facing sensor. The soil prop-
erties used in the simulation are listed in Table 1–2; a medium thermal inertia Γ of
250 J s 1/2m 2K 2 is hereby used (Müller 2011).
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Figure 5–11: Temperature progression of a black-type OTS facing the asteroid sur-
face. The initial sensor temperature significantly influences the temperature
progression of the OTS due to the isolation, provided by the soil.
Temperature progression of other sensor-types, facing the asteroid surface are shown
in Appendix A.6.3. A signiﬁcant inﬂuence from the initial OTS temperature is ob-
served in all cases. This is explained by the soil functioning as an insulator. The extent
of insulation is described by the soil’s thermal inertia Γ. At a constant heat capacity
cp for the soil, a high thermal inertia indicates an increased thermal conductance  ;
the initial OTS temperature is transferred away more quickly.
Figure 5–12 shows this eﬀect on the temperature progression in the OTS,by comparing
the behavior of soil with two very diﬀerent thermal inertia. A high thermal inertia
results in a faster adjustment of the sensor temperature from its initial value Tinit,
while the same process takes considerably longer when the soil has a low thermal
inertia. Similar behavior is observed with all three sensor types; the sun-type OTS
exhibits a slightly reduced reaction time because of its lower emittance  .
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Figure 5–12: Temperature progression in black-type OTS for different Γ. A low Γ
makes the influence of initial OTS temperature last significantly longer.
5.3 Simulation of the Sensors for the MASCOT
Mission Profile
Simulation of the OTS during actual mission conditions is performed using a setup
consisting of six identical sensors, one on each side of MASCOT. These sensors
measure the temperature, based on the thermal inﬂuences that each side of MASCOT
experiences. Depending on the location of the sensor on MASCOT and the orientation
of MASCOT in the local NWU-frame, the largest impact will be from either the Sun,
the Space background, or the asteroid surface.
5.3.1 Baseline Cases for the MASCOT Mission
A number of diﬀerent baseline cases exist for MASCOT, and are used for the sim-
ulation of the OTS (Biele 2013). Table 5–2 shows the parameters of the two se-
lected baselines. CL02 is considered a hot-case, while CL03 provides a cold-case
scenario; both use the asteroid spin axis of the Kawakami-Model ( =331 ;  =20 )
(Kawakami 2010). CL02 and CL03 diﬀer in landing time during the asteroid’s orbit,
and latitude of the landing site. This inﬂuences the direction and maximum elevation
of the local Sun-vector }vSun, and the incoming solar power ﬂux density q˙Sun. The
longitude of the landing site is chosen to ﬁt with the expected landing time at local
noon.
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Table 5–2: Description of baseline cases, used for simulation of the OTS. The two
cases differ in landing site and date, covering both a hot (CL02) and a cold
(CL03) scenario. Landing always occurs during local noon.
Baseline case CL02 CL03
case-type hot cold
landing date [YYYY-MM-DD] 2019-08-06 2019-07-06
time from perihelion Tperi [days] 461 430
local solar constant q˙Sun [Wm 2] 1458 1320
latitude of landing site Φ [deg] N10.49 S66.84 
Sun elevation  at local noon [deg] 73.5 28.5 
Sun angle  Sun at local noon [deg] 16.5 61.5 
solar ﬂux on asteroid surface q˙eff [Wm 2] 1398 630
Initial surface and soil temperatures for the two cases are computed using the soil
model in Appendix B; they are provided in Table 5–3 for a thermal inertia of 250 J s 1/2m 2K 1/2.
Table 5–3: Initial surface and soil temperatures for the CL02 and CL03 base-
lines. Temperatures are listed for local noon, based on a thermal inertia of
250 J s 1/2m 2K 1. Layer and node depths have a logarithmic distribution
(Appendix B).
Node depth [mm]
CL02 CL03
Temperature [K] Temperature [K]
surface 0 372.01 307.32
layer 1 0.14 371.32 306.93
layer 2 0.28 370.63 306.55
layer 3 0.57 369.25 305.78
layer 4 1.13 366.51 304.26
layer 5 2.26 361.11 301.28
layer 6 4.53 350.63 295.57
layer 7 9.05 331.33 285.31
layer 8 18.1 300.87 269.95
layer 9 36.2 273.57 258.91
layer 10 72.41 275.27 268.57
layer 11 144.82 270.93 280.71
layer 12 289.63 258.72 297.1
layer 13 579.26 240.78 314.45
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5.3.2 Initial Sensor Temperature on the Asteroid Surface
MASCOT is released from Hayabusa-II during local noon, at an altitude of about
100m; the descent to the surface from this height takes approximately 20–30min.
During this time, the attitude of MASCOT towards the asteroid and Sun is not known.
Based on this drop, the OTS will have an initial temperature Tinit when it lands on
the asteroid surface. A maximum and minimum initial temperature is determined by
a descent with an OTS that is either constantly facing the Sun ( Sun=0 ), or com-
pletely shadowed the entire drop. Table 5–4 lists possible Tinit of all three sensor types
for the CL02 and CL03 cases. The inﬂuence of MASCOT is considered in selecting
the lowest (min. TMSC) and highest (max. TMSC) possible sensor temperatures, for a
fully illuminated and shadowed case respectively. These temperatures represent the
two possible extremes; during an actual descent, temperatures are expected to be
more moderate.
Table 5–4: OTS temperature range during touchdown of MASCOT on 1999 JU3.
Maximum and minimum initial temperatures during the CL02 and CL03 cases
are shown for all sensor types. TMSC influence is considered.
Sun-type OTS Soil-type OTS Black-type OTS
max. Tinit min. Tinit max. Tinit min. Tinit max. Tinit min. Tinit
CL02 463 134 272 124 409 121
CL03 451 134 267 124 399 121
5.3.3 Considered Landing Positions
For the simulation of the OTS, the landing position of MASCOT is considered to
be ﬂat on the asteroid surface; the NWU-frame z-axis is hereby identical to that of
MASCOT (Figure 5–13).
zNWU yNWU
xNWU
yMSC
xMSC
zMSC η
Figure 5–13: Landing position of MASCOT for OTS simulation in the NWU-frame.
MASCOT lies flat on the asteroid surface with no inclination. Variations of
the landing position are possible only within the surface-plane (xy-plane).
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While MASCOT can land on any side, this has no inﬂuence on the simulation of the
OTS. Variations to MASCOT’s landing position are made only in the surface plane
(xy), by rotating MASCOT along the z-axis. Any rotation between 0 and 360 is
possible; however, symmetry is observed for every 90 . Starting from an angle of
0 between the NWU and MASCOT x-axis, the x and y axes start to alternate with
every 90 rotation (0  90 :+x  +y;+y   x; x   y; y  +x).
5.3.4 Simulated Cases Overview
Based on the two selected baselines, multiple simulations are run for the OTS during
MASCOT’s initial time on the surface. Table 5–5 shows an overview of the simulation
parameters that are varied in the following cases. Each simulated case provides the
temperature progression of all six OTS on each side of MASCOT.
Table 5–5: Simulated OTS cases on the asteroid surface. Based on all available
parameter combinations, a total of 168 cases are simulated.
Parameter Value Unit
baseline case CL02, CL03 —
sensor-type sun, soil, black —
MASCOT temperature TMSC 273, 343 K
initial OTS temperature Tinit min. Tinit, max. Tinit K
MASCOT rotation around NWU-frame z-axis  0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90 deg
 See Table 5–4 for individual temperatures of each sensor type.
Especially the ﬁrst hour on the asteroid is of interest for initial attitude determination
after deployment of MASCOT. The time needed for the sensor readings to stabilize
after landing on the asteroid plays a critical role in evaluating the performance of the
sensors. For a long-term analysis of the OTS behavior a period of two full asteroid
days is analyzed, also starting from touchdown at local noon.
Figure 5–14 shows the temperature progression for the black-type sensors during the
ﬁrst hour for one simulated case (CL02 case; TMSC=273K; Tinit=409K;  =0 ).
The graphs show the simulated OTS temperatures and the Sun elevation  ; the
progression of the Sun vector }vSun in the local NWU-frame is displayed as well. A
long-term simulation of the same case is shown in Figure 5–15. A selection of multiple
simulated cases is available Appendix A.6.4. Variations of the angle  are limited to
0 and 45 , displaying a total of 48 cases.
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Figure 5–14: Simulated TOTS of black-type sensors during the first hour after land-
ing. The temperature of all six sensors, and the local sun elevation are
plotted. A view of the MASCOT coordinate system in the NWU-frame is
also available. The orange arrows indicate the sun vector during daytime.
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Figure 5–15: Long-term simulation of the case shown in Figure 5–14. A period of
two asteroid days is simulated ( 16 hrs). The gray arrows represent the
location of the sun vector during nighttime.
Figures 5–16 (a)–(f) show the summarized results of all 168 simulated cases, listed in
Table 5–5. Each ﬁgure displays all possible variations of Tinit, TMSC and  , grouped
together by sensor-type and baseline-case (CL02; CL03).
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(a) sun-type; CL02 (hot) case.
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(b) sun-type; CL03 (cold) case.
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(c) soil-type; CL02 (hot) case.
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(d) soil-type; CL03 (cold) case.
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(e) black-type; CL02 (hot) case.
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(f) black-type; CL03 (cold) case.
Figure 5–16: Temperature progression of OTS for all simulated cases. Graphs are
sorted by sensor-type and baseline-case.
The diﬀerence in solar ﬂux density and direction of the Sun vector result in diﬀerent
temperatures for the two baseline-cases; the low Sun elevation  during the cold-case
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(CL03) leads to less solar ﬂux on the top side OTS (+z), but increases the ﬂux on
the sideways facing sensors.
The in-plane rotation of MASCOT on the asteroid surface causes a shift in the exact
time the sensors become illuminated/shadowed. This eﬀect is visible in Figure 5–17,
where the shift can be seen for a continuous increased of the in-plane rotation angle  ,
in steps of 15 . When a side of MASCOT becomes illuminated/shadowed, a sudden
temperature increase/drop is registered in the OTS on that side.
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Figure 5–17: Shifts in OTS temperature progression due to a rotation  . The ro-
tation in steps of 15 changes the time at which specific sides of MASCOT
become illuminated/shadowed, causing an abrupt change in temperature pro-
gression. This effect is visible on the -y side (cooling), and +y side (heating).
The inﬂuence of MASCOT is observed as a minimal, constant deviation in the
recorded sensor temperature (Figure 5–18). This deviation in temperature is less
than 1K, for a MASCOT temperature in the range of 273 to 343K. Only the bottom
facing sensor displays a small, steady increase in temperature deviation over time.
The eﬀects of diﬀerent initial OTS temperatures is only observed in the ﬁrst few
minutes ( 15min) after landing (Figure 5–19); after this stabilization period the
sensors have adopted the same temperature, independent of Tinit. One exception are
the bottom facing OTS; here, the inﬂuence from Tinit is visible for an extended period
of time. The exact behavior is determined by the thermal properties of the asteroid
soil, as explained in Section 5.2.3.
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Figure 5–18: Impact of MASCOT temperature during simulations. No change in
the behavior of the OTS occurs for a constant TMSC, with exception of the
bottom facing OTS. On all other sides, only a small constant deviation of
the measured temperature is observed (< 1K).
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Figure 5–19: Influence of initial sensor temperature during OTS simulation. De-
pending on the initial temperature, a certain time is needed until the sensors
have stabilized ( 15min). Only the soil facing OTS shows an extended
stabilization period, determined by the asteroid soil properties.
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5.4 MASCOT Attitude Determination from OTS
readings
The simulated OTS temperatures are analyzed to determine if a prediction of MAS-
COT’s attitude is possible from the sensor readings. Two concepts are hereby investi-
gated; one using a set of six OTS with one sensor located on each side of MASCOT,
and a second concept that uses two diﬀerent sensor types on each side (12 in total).
5.4.1 Single-Sensor Readings
Determining the attitude of MASCOT from the temperatures of a single sensor type
is possible if the temperature readings from a speciﬁc side show a very distinctive
behavior, under all conditions. This would make it possible to identify the sensor
located on that side and determine the orientation of MASCOT with respect to the
asteroid surface.
Figures 5–16(a)–(f) show that a prediction using this approach is not possible with
the sun or black type OTS, as there is no distinct temperature range that can only
be associated with one speciﬁc side. The soil-type OTS on the other hand show a
distinctive temperature reading on the top side sensors (+z-axis). In all simulated
cases (Figure 5–20), the top side sensor displays a temperature that is lower than the
sensors facing sideways or towards the bottom.
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(a) soil-type; CL02 (hot) case.
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(b) soil-type; CL03 (cold) case.
Figure 5–20: Temperature progression of soil-type OTS for all simulated cases.
Graphs are sorted by sensor-type and baseline-case (CL02; CL03).
While the exact temperature range diﬀers between the CL02 and CL03 cases, a
diﬀerence of at least 25K is observed after the initial stabilization period (>50K for
CL02). While a stabilization of the OTS takes up tp 20min, the top side sensor can
be identiﬁed after approximately 10min as the one with the lowest temperature, for
all tested cases.
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Looking at the long-term simulation results over two asteroid days, a clear distinction
of the top side sensor is always possible (Figure 5–21). During the transition from
night to day the temperature diﬀerence decreases to approximately 10K; however,
steady-state simulations of the OTS in Chapter 5.2 and Appendix A.6.3 indicate that
the soil-type OTS, located on the top never reach the temperatures of the sideways
and bottom facing sensors.
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(a) CL02 (hot) case.
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(b) CL03 (cold) case.
Figure 5–21: Long-term temperature progression of soil-type OTS for all cases. The
top side sensors constantly display the lowest temperature, but with variable
distance to the other sensor’s temperature readings.
5.4.2 Two-Sensor Readings
The second option uses both black and soil type OTS. Due to their positioning, the
sensors have the same view factors and Sun angle  Sun. Both OTS have a very
similar emittance  ; the inﬂuence from IR radiation – especially from the asteroid –
is therefore nearly identical. Their distinctive absorptance  however, causes them to
react diﬀerently when illuminated by the Sun. This results is a temperature diﬀerence
∆T , which increases with the amount of solar ﬂux on the sensors. Figure 5–22 shows
the ∆T for the ﬁrst hour from local noon for all simulated cases.
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(a) CL02 (hot) case.
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(b) CL03 (cold) case.
Figure 5–22: Temperature difference between black and soil type OTS. Illuminated
sides show a large ∆T . Behavior of the bottom sensors depends on ∆Tinit.
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After the initial stabilization period, the highest ∆T is observed on the illuminated
sides of MASCOT (up to 100K). The shadowed sides show a small ∆T between the
two sensors, which is caused only by the asteroid albedo. The exact value of∆T varies
with local daytime, and can be as high as 6K for the CL02 hot-case. The bottom
facing sensors have almost identical temperatures; here, deviations are caused by the
lingering eﬀects from the diﬀerent initial sensor temperatures Tinit during touchdown
of MASCOT. At night, the temperature diﬀerence on the other ﬁve sides also drops
close to zero (Figure 5–23). Any remaining ∆T is caused by minimal diﬀerences in
 between the soil and black type OTS.
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Figure 5–23: ∆T over a period of two asteroid days (CL02 case). In some cases
(large initial ∆T in sensors), the bottom sensors require a long time to reach
identical temperatures of  1K.
Based on the temperature diﬀerence between the sensors on the illuminated sides, it
is possible to determine the Sun angle  Sun on these surfaces(5–1), (Baturkin 2013b).
cos Sun =
    (T 4black  T
4
soil)
q˙Sun  ( black   soil)
(5–1)
(5–1) is obtained from the (near) steady-state ( T/ t  0) heat transfer equations
of two sensors with diﬀerent absorptance  1 and  2, and identical emittance  :
q˙ cos Sun  1A =   F Space (T
4
1  T
4
CBR) +   Ast  AF Ast (T
4
1  T
4
surf) (5–2)
q˙ cos Sun  2A =   F Space (T
4
2  T
4
CBR) +   Ast  AF Ast (T
4
2  T
4
surf) (5–3)
Subtracting (5–3) from (5–2), results in
cos Sun =
  F Space (T
4
1  T
4
2 ) +   Ast  F Ast (T
4
1  T
4
2 )
q˙Sun  ( black   soil)
(5–4)
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The sum of the view factors towards Space F Space and the asteroid F Space equals
one. The emittance of the asteroid surface is also close to one ( Ast=0.97). These
simpliﬁcations allow reducing (5–4) to (5–1).
As the emittance of both OTS types is not exactly the same, a mean value is used
instead:
 = 0.5  ( soil +  black) (5–5)
Using the CL02 case, with a rotation  of 0 , Figure 5–24 shows the Sun angle
for each side of MASCOT, calculated from (5–1). It includes both the variation of
MASCOT, and initial sensor temperature.
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Figure 5–24: Sun angle on all six sides of MASCOT after landing. After the initial
stabilization period ( 15min), an accurate prediction of the actual Sun-angle
(red) is possible. Shadowed sides (-x, -y, -z) indicate an angle of 90 .
A long-term prediction of the Sun-angles for the same cases is shown in Figure 5–25,
covering a period of two full asteroid days.
The largest deviation between actual and estimated Sun angle ( 6 deg) is hereby
observed during local noon on the side facing towards space (+z).
Using the same algorithm as the PECS, the angles calculated from the three surfaces
with the highest temperature diﬀerence between the soil and black type sensors can
be used to determine the direction of the Sun vector }vSunMSC in the MSC-frame.
With prior knowledge of the local Sun vector }vSunNWU at the landing site and time,
the attitude of MASCOT relative to the local asteroid surface (NWU-frame) can be
determined.
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Figure 5–25: Long-term prediction of Sun-angle using OTS. A time frame of two full
asteroid days is shown. No prediction is possible at night (grey); during this
time the angle between Sun and bottom sensor goes below 90 .
The prediction error visible in Figures 5–24 and 5–25 is caused by the temperature
inﬂuence from MASCOT on the OTS, and the small diﬀerence between the emittance
of the black and soil type sensors ( black=0.82;  soil=0.85).
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6.1 Hardware Performance
The evaluation of hardware performance is based on the behavior of the manufactured
sensors during thermal-vacuum testing and on comparison with the older OTS hard-
ware. The improvements of both the ﬁrst, and second revision are hereby considered.
6.1.1 Sensor Reaction Times
Table 6–1 shows a summary of the transition time ∆t for all OTS, which indicates the
time from start of illumination until a value within 2K of steady-state temperature
TSS is reached.
Table 6–1: Summary of OTS transition times ∆t. Minimum, maximum and average
∆t are shown for the transitions between shadowed and illuminated states.
Minimum ∆t is observed during tests with an uncooled shroud.
Transition time ∆t shadowed illuminated [sec]
Black+MLI1 Black2 Sun1 Sun
+MLI
2 Soil1 Soil
+MLI
2
minimum 540 540 1050 1050 870 630
maximum 840 810 1410 1410 2010 1650
average 720 1260 1410
Out of the three sensor types, the black-type show the fastest reaction time during
illuminated conditions; on average the change from shadowed to illuminated steady-
state takes 720 sec, with a maximum transition time of 840 sec. for the reverse
transition, insuﬃcient data is available due to time constraints of testing; however,
the conducted thermal-vacuum tests indicate a fast reaction to both IR radiation and
illumination, as seen in the plotted temperature progressions in Chapter 4.
The sun-type sensors reach higher temperatures during illumination, but react slower
due to the increased thermal capacity of the sensor-plate; their average transition
time lies at 1260 sec. Due to the optical coating needed for this sensor type, thinner
plates (< 0.3mm) cannot be used to further reduce the capacity of the sun-type OTS.
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Soil-type sensors have the slowest reaction time from shadowed to illuminated steady-
states (1410 sec on average). During testing, the Rev1-v1 soil-sensor also displayed
irregular behavior when illumination, indicating a leakage of light into the sensor due
to its construction (Figure 6–1).
Figure 6–1: Image showing the suspected cause of the OTS Soil1 behavior. The
gap between sensor-plate and face-sheet causes thermal and light leaks, which
allow the SI-beam to reach the inside of the sensor. The lower OTS (Rev1-v2)
does not have such a gap, since the heat-shrink tube has been omitted in this
version.
The uneven construction due to the heat-shrink tube in the v1 sensors magniﬁes the
general problem of the Rev1 design, which can cause small gaps between the FS and
SP to appear. While the revision 2 iteration should have eliminated these problems,
this has yet to be conﬁrmed by a dedicated OTS test with the SSA’s Sun imitator.
6.1.2 Isolation from MASCOT Temperature Influence
To measure the isolation of the OTS from the inﬂuence of MASCOT’s temperature,
the thermal resistance Rth is used. It is calculated according to (6–1), and considers
both the sensor-plate and face-sheet as radiative surfaces for external inﬂuences.
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R 1th  (TMSC  TOTS) = q˙Sun  cos  ( SP  ASP +  FS  AFS)+
+   ( SP  ASP)  (T
4
SP  T
4
shroud)+ (6–1)
+   ( FS  AFS)  (T
4
FS  T
4
shroud)
The thermal resistance is plotted over the adapted temperature Tav:
4T 3av =
T 4hot  T
4
cold
Thot  Tcold
(6–2)
Because the face-sheet temperature TFS is unknown, the measured OTS temperature
is used instead. While this does not represent the exact value, it is used as an estimate
to help determine the thermal resistance of the sensors, as the face-sheet also partic-
ipates in heat exchange with the surrounding environment. The diﬀerence between
face-sheet and sensor temperature depends on the heat ﬂow from MASCOT, and the
diﬀerence in optical properties between the sensor-plate and face-sheet materials.
Thermal resistance of the Rev2 OTS in the shadowed case is measured between 2000
and 5000KW 1. For illuminated sensors, the value is signiﬁcantly lower. However,
the impact of MASCOT’s temperature on the sensor during illumination is actually
smaller than during shadowed states. This can be seen in both the recorded values
(Table 6–2), and in the results of the simulation model (Chapter 5).
Table 6–2: Recorded OTS temperature for illuminated cases with different TMSC.
Only a slight variation in OTS temperature is observed during illumination; it is
highest for the soil-type sensors. Averages taken where multiple measurements
exist.
TMSC [K]
Illuminated steady-state temperature [K]
Black+MLI1 Black2 Sun1 Sun
+MLI
2 Soil1 Soil
+MLI
2
216 382.8 378.3 422.1 424.0 269.8 254.1
273 383.3 379.2 421.4 423.5 272.8 256.4
343 383.8 380.0 423.2 424.9 281.5 260.1
∆Tmax [K] 1 1.7 1.1 1.8 11.7 6
 Slightly unstable MASCOT temperature; 221K during soil-type test.
During shadowed conditions the temperature diﬀerence caused by a TMSC between
203 and 343K can reach approximately 40K in all sensor types; detailed data is
provided in Chapter 4.3, Table 4–2.
Figure 6–2 shows the thermal resistance of the Rev1 and Rev2 sensors under worst-
case conditions. An overall improvement can be seen between the ﬁrst and second
revisions.
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Figure 6–2: Thermal resistance of Rev1 and Rev2 OTS under worst-case conditions.
An overall improvement can be seen between the two revisions. No data is
available for the Rev2 sun-type sensor. Thermal resistances for illuminated
cases (○) and uncooled shroud (○) are marked.
The thermal resistance of the soil and black type OTS matches very well, as do the
values of the identical Black3.1a and Black3.1b sensors (Figure 6–3). This indicates
good conformity of the individually produced sensors. Some deviations are seen, but
can be linked to problems with a heater used during the STV-045 test. The 20-layer
MLI shows no improvement over the 10-layer versions.
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Figure 6–3: Trend of the thermal resistance of the Rev2 OTS. Values from both soil
and black type sensors have been taken into account, showing a good match
between their thermal resistance
6.1.3 Main Performance Enhancing Steps
Table 6–3 lists all alterations made to the OTS design from the original hardware,
including the changes made to both the Rev1 and Rev2 iterations.
So far, all design changes have shown the intended results. However, some alterations
of the Rev2 hardware still need to be conﬁrmed; illuminated tests with the Rev2
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Table 6–3: Overview of changes made to the OTS hardware during development.
The revision for which the change was first implemented is listed as well.
Action taken Intended result Iteration
no gluing between MLI-layers increased Rth Rev1
increase of MLI to 10 layers increased Rth Rev2
sensor-plate moved to inside prevention of thermal leakage Rev2
removal of heat-shrink tube
and shortened sensor leads
increased Rth Rev1-v2
use of diﬀerent materials improved optical properties Rev1 & Rev2
use of thinner sensor-plates reduced thermal capacity Rev2
use of PT100 with FM di-
mensions
better comparability to FM Rev1
internal wiring with 0.1mm
constantan
increased Rth Rev1
sensors have not yet been performed due to unavailability of the SSA’s thermal-
vacuum chamber.
6.1.4 Comparison of New and Old Sensor Hardware
The newly developed sensors shows better or similar performance when directly com-
pared to the old hardware (Figure 6–4).
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Figure 6–4: Direct comparison of Rth between the old and Rev2 OTS. The new
design shows improved or similar performance even under worse attachment
conditions, excluding the old sun-type OTS (see Figure 6–7).
However, the old sensors have been tested under less critical conditions. The previ-
ously used attachment provides less contact between MASCOT and the face-sheet
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than the established worst-case scenario, in which Kapton tape is applied to all four
sides of the sensor’s face-sheet. Figure 6–5 illustrates the diﬀerence between the old
and new sensor attachment.
(a) old attachment method. (b) new attachment method.
Figure 6–5: Old and new attachment of OTS to the MASCOT imitator plates.
The new attachment (b) runs around the entire edge of the face-sheet; the
old attachment (a) uses only a few small attachment points.
A direct comparison of the thermal resistance with the old sensors is possible using the
STV-033 test data (Figure 6–6). During this test, an attachment method identical
to the old one was used for the Rev1 sensors.
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Figure 6–6: Direct comparison of old and Rev1 OTS thermal Resistance. Removing
the heat-shrink tube shows a noticeable improvement over the old hardware.
The data for the Rev1 black-type OTS is not valid due to problems with the
test setup, but is listed for the sake of completeness.
The Rev1-v2 sensors perform better than the old hardware, with exception of the
sun-type OTS. The reason for this is the old construction, which left the sensors
completely open (Figure 6–7). While these sensors show a large thermal resistance
under shadowed conditions, they are not practical for illuminated cases due to risk of
thermal and light leakage. The risk of the glue points becoming detached is present
as well.
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Figure 6–7: Reason for the high thermal resistance in the old sun-type OTS. The
MLI is left completely open, and the large sensor causes gaps between the MLI
layers which are open towards the sides of the sensor. Detachment of the MLI
glue points can also be seen.
Considering the further improved performance of the second revision sensors, the
newly developed hardware outperforms the previous iterations regarding their isolation
from MASCOT temperature inﬂuence. At the same time improvements to the design
are made which reduce thermal capacity, increase structural stability, and prevent
reading errors from unknown inﬂuences such as light and thermal leaks.
6.2 Simulation Model Performance
The performance of the simulation model is evaluated based on the conformity be-
tween the data recorded during thermal vacuum testing, and simulation of the tests
using the developed thermal model (Chapter 5.1).
The model provides good accuracy for all tested cases and sensor types, especially
when the amount of unknown factors and uncertainties in test setup are considered.
These include non-uniformity of the Sun imitator beam, ﬂuctuations/heating of the
thermal-vacuum chamber shroud, and errors in the angle of the rotating ﬂange. Only
few adaptations of the model’s analytic parameters have been made, to better match
actual sensor behavior.
6.2.1 Accuracy of Steady-State Temperatures
For the steady-state temperatures, only one adaptation was made, regarding the total
thickness of the material that participates in the two-dimensional heat transfer from
the edge of the OTS to the sensor-plate in the center. The total thickness of the
face-sheet, MLI and supporting layers is 6.9mil in the Rev1, and 9mil in the Rev2
sensors. The thickness used for simulating this two-dimensional heat transfer has
been set to 7.0mil for the ﬁrst revision (with and without 10-layer MLI), and 6.0mil
for the second revision. This is based on the fact that not all layers transfer heat
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from the edge of the face-sheet directly to the sensor-plate; in every layer of the
MLI a combined heat transfer consisting of both two-dimensional conductance and
radiative transfer between the MLI-layers is present (Figure 6–8). The Rev2 sensors
hereby show less transfer due to their improved internal setup, which uses multiple
layers of MLI with a thickness of only 0.3mil.
TMSC
face-sheet sensor-plate
conductive transfer in MLI
radiative transfer in MLI
Figure 6–8: Combination of radiative and conductive heat-transfer inside the MLI.
The sensor’s thermal model approximates this heat transfer by having only a
part of the MLI-layers participate in the two-dimensional heat transfer through
the face-sheet.
A list of simulated steady-state temperatures under diﬀerent conditions, including
their deviation from the test results is shown in Table 6–4. A complete overview of
the simulated tests is available in Chapter 5.1.
Table 6–4: Deviation of simulated steady-state temperatures from recorded values.
A selection of cases with different MASCOT temperatures under both shadowed
and illuminated conditions is available for all sensor-types.
Sensor ID TMSC [K] q˙eff [Wm 2] TOTS sim [K] TOTS test [K] ∆T [K]
Black2 273 0 158.7 154.6 4.1
Black2 273 1262 383.3 383.1 0.2
Black3.1b 273 0 146.8 143.4 3.4
Black3.1b 343 0 159.0 162.9 -3.9
Soil2 273 0 173.8 174.5 -0.7
Soil2 273 1205 267.8 260.3 7.5
Soil3.1 273 0 149.3 154.5 -5.2
Soil3.1 343 0 161.6 170.5 -8.9
Sun2 273 0 175.5 168.1 7.4
Sun2 343 1212 436.9 423.5 13.4
The maximum deviation during steady-states ∆TSS between simulation model and
test data for all sensor-types is below  10K, except for the sun-type sensors. They
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show a slightly elevated deviation, but do not exceed a ∆TSS of +16K. The larger
deviation is partially explained by the sectioned design of the optical-coating, which
causes a temperature diﬀerence between these sections (Chapter 3.3). Cases where
problems originating form the hardware are observed have bot been considered.
6.2.2 Accuracy of Dynamic Sensor Behavior
During the transition from one steady-state to another, the dynamic temperature
deviation ∆Tdyn generally remains within  20K. Exceptions are cases where steady-
state temperatures are also inaccurate (sideways illumination), and the initial shroud
cooling phase.
An adapted thermal capacity is used for the sensors, as the analytic capacity is
determined to be too low. Due to the small mass of the sensor-plate the thermal MLI
has a noticeable impact on the sensor behavior. The heating and cooling of individual
MLI-layers adds additional inertia to the OTS, which is simulated by an increased
thermal capacity of the sensor-plate. The added capacity equals an additional sensor-
plate thickness of 0.1mm (soil, black) to 0.2mm (sun).
Figure 6–9 shows the modeled OTS behavior before and after adapting the thermal
capacity. While the adapted sensor response still shows some deviations, the overall
behavior of the model is signiﬁcantly improved.
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Figure 6–9: Comparison of model behavior with and without adapted capacity. The
deviation during transitions between different steady-states is significantly im-
proved by increasing the thermal capacity of the sensor-plate.
To completely model the behavior of the MLI, a diﬀerent OTS model is required; one
that simulates each MLI-layer individually. The current model is however capable of
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accurately predicting the OTS behavior, using the previously discussed adaptations
to the sensor parameters.
6.3 Suitability of OTS for Attitude
Determination
As described in Chapter 5.4, the OTS are capable of predicting the attitude of MAS-
COT on the surface of 1999 JU3; the use of a single-sensor setup on all sides of
MASCOT is possible, as is a two-sensor setup.
The single sensor setup is based on the soil-type sensors reacting strongly to the
presence of the asteroid, while not being inﬂuenced by Sun illumination. This allows
identifying the coldest sensor as the one located on the top side of MASCOT. This
is possible under both the hot and cold case which were tested in this study (CL02
and CL03).
Some concerns with this method of prediction remain due to unknown factors of the
terrain in which MASCOT will land. The shadows caused by an uneven surface and by
MASCOT itself require a more detailed analysis, as they can inﬂuence the temperature
readings of the OTS. An indirect inﬂuence from MASCOT via IR radiation over
the surface is another potential source of error. Especially orientations which leave
MASCOT in an angled position can lead to readings where a single OTS on each side
of MASCOT can be insuﬃcient to accurately determine the attitude of MASCOT.
Figure 6–10 illustrates these possible disturbances in temperature readings.
M
A
SC
O
T
most significant surface area for OTS (FOTSàsurface)
and most influenced by MASCOT (FMASCOTà surface)
indirect MASCOT temperature 
impact via radiation
MASCOT à Soil à OTS
possible shadowed area based on sun 
vector and MASCOT orientation
Figure 6–10: Eﬀects that can inﬂuence the temperature readings of the OTS. Of
concern are the asteroid terrain, shadow casting from MASCOT and indirect
temperature influences from MASCOT which reach the OTS via indirect IR
radiation of MASCOT from the asteroid surface.
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Whether an accurate attitude determination will be possible can only be determined
with certainty, once more data about 1999 JU3 is obtained. The asteroid shape,
rotation axis, landing site and thermal environment on the surface are still unknown,
or the available data has a large margin of error.
The second concept, which uses two diﬀerent types of sensors on each side of MAS-
COT is able to eliminate the problems of the single sensor setup. The number of
required sensors is however doubled, and with it the number of OBC channels.
In combination, the two sensors can distinguish between solar ﬂux and IR radiation.
As both sensors on one side of MASCOT are exposed to an identical environment
(view factors, surface temperatures), shadow-casting and indirect IR radiation from
MASCOT are no issue. After landing, this setup can predict the angle between each
illuminated side of MASCOT and the Sun with an error of less than 5 (Figure 6–11).
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Figure 6–11: Deviation between computed and actual Sun angle on illuminated
sides. The cases shown in Figure 5–24 are used. After the 15min stabiliza-
tion period, the error drops below 5 .
This prediction is independent of initial OTS temperature Tinit or TMSC. This concept
provides a constant accuracy during daytime on the asteroid. Figure 6–12 shows
that the Sun angle on the three sides with the largest ∆T remains accurate within
6K at all times; exceptions are the transitions between day and night. These errors
are caused by the rapid cooling/heating of the sensors and last no more than 5min,
causing no issue for the concept’s use in attitude determination. During nighttime
no Sun angle is calculated from the temperature readings of the OTS.
One issue that remains is the reaction time of the sensors after landing, which can
also be an issue during relocation and in between up-righting maneuvers. Figure 6–11
indicates a stabilization period of approximately 15min under worst-case conditions,
until the OTS readings are considered to be valid.
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Figure 6–12: Error in OTS Sun angle determination over two asteroid days. The
angles on the three surfaces with the largest ∆T are calculated during day-
time. The prediction errors peaks for 2–5min during the transitions between
day and night.
The actual duration can vary signiﬁcantly, and while the extreme cases illustrated in
the simulations are unlikely to occur, they need to be considered when evaluating
the OTS concept’s usability for the attitude determination of MASCOT. The limited
lifetime of MASCOT is hereby a critical factor, as each 15min pause after landing,
relocation and up-righting maneuvers is deducted from the time available for the
collection of scientiﬁc data.
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This chapter provides a ﬁnal conclusion regarding the development, testing, and
simulation of the OTS, as well as an overview of the current status of the hardware and
its use on the MASCOT mission. An alternative use of the OTS for the collection of
scientiﬁc data is also described in short. Finally, some future improvements regarding
the sensor’s thermal model are suggested.
7.1 Conclusion
The thermal model of the OTS developed in Chapter 2 includes all possible inﬂuences
such as the asteroid surface (radiation and contact), Space, and illumination by the
Sun (direct and indirect). It can be used to simulate the behavior of the OTS for
all planned cases. While an inﬁnite plane is assumed as a ﬁrst approximation of the
asteroid surface, the model is able to accept input from a more complex terrain model
with multiple view-factors and surface temperatures.
An overall improvement in sensor performance over the old hardware is observed
for the newly developed sensors (Chapter 3). Increased thermal resistance (2000–
5000KW 1) between the OTS and MASCOT is achieved by adding additional layers
to the MLI, and reducing thermal conduction to the sensor-plate via the face-sheet
and electrical wiring. The result is a lower impact of TMSC on the OTS temperature
under both shadowed and illuminated conditions. Problems of the old sensor design
have been addressed in the second revision of the sensors (Rev2) by moving the
sensor-plate to the inside of the OTS. This increases stability and avoids gaps which
caused thermal and light leaks in previous iterations.
The parameters of the thermal model are slightly adapted from their analytically
calculated values to better match the behavior of the hardware, observed during
testing. This is necessary, as the MLI is not modeled as individual layers; instead,
an eﬀective emittance is used. Thermal capacity is added to the sensor to account
for a slower reaction time, caused by the time the MLI needs to react to changes
from steady-state conditions. To account for the two dimensional heat transfer from
the edges of the OTS to its center, the model assumes that only a part of the
MLI participates in this heat transfer, as the impact of each layer is not identical.
With these adaptations the simulated temperatures match the observed values with
an accuracy of  10K in all relevant cases; considering the uncertainties in the test
setup (shroud ﬂuctuations, SI non-uniformity, positioning errors), the adapted model
displays good accuracy.
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The validated model is used to calculate the steady state temperatures of the OTS in
an asteroid environment using diﬀerent orientations, Sun angles and MASCOT tem-
peratures; cases of direct surface contact are considered as well. In addition, simula-
tions of the actual on-asteroid mission phase are performed, using two of MASCOT’s
baseline cases as reference. A large number of scenarios is simulated with varying
parameters. The collected data indicates that the temperature readings from the
OTS can be used to determine the attitude of MASCOT.
Two concepts for attitude determination are investigated; one uses a single sensor on
each side of MASCOT, the other a combination of two sensors with diﬀerent optical
properties.
For the single sensor concept, a soil-type OTS is used to determine which side of
MASCOT is facing towards Space, as the sensor located on this side always has the
lowest temperature, independent of Sun illumination.
The two sensor concept uses the temperature diﬀerence between a black and soil
type sensor to calculate the Sun angle on the illuminated sides of MASCOT, as
both sensors are inﬂuenced diﬀerently by solar ﬂux, but react almost identical to IR
radiation. This makes it possible to determine the direction of the Sun vector relative
to MASCOT, and with it the attitude of MASCOT on the asteroid surface, with an
accuracy of 6 .
The advantage of the two sensor concept is that it is unaﬀected by unknown sur-
face temperatures caused by uneven terrain, shadow casting, and the presence of
MASCOT. These eﬀects could inﬂuence the readings of the single sensor concept,
making it no longer possible to determine the attitude of MASCOT. While this has
not been observed for the tested cases the exact asteroid environment remains un-
known. Whether the single sensor concept can be used therefore remains unclear, until
Hayabusa-II – and with it MASCOT – has already reached 1999 JU3 and performed
a detailed analysis of the NEO.
One remaining issue with both concepts is the stabilization time until the sensor
readings can be used for attitude determination. Under worst case conditions this can
take up to 15min; it occurs after the initial touchdown on the asteroid surface, during
relocation of MASCOT, and in-between up-righting maneuvers. While the worst-case
condition is unlikely to occur during the actual mission, a waiting time after each up-
righting maneuver will aﬀect the already limited lifetime of MASCOT, by further
reducing the time available for the collection of science data. The availability of
already developed hardware with faster reaction times (PECS, OPS) was therefore
the preferred choice for the MASCOT mission.
However, this study shows that the developed sensors and concepts provide a lightweight1,
low-cost2 alternative for the attitude determination of spacecraft and landers, working
in an asteroid environment – especially for missions where lifetime is less of an issue.
1 Without harness, the full OTS package weighs approximately 10–20 g.
2 MLI materials and optical coatings are inexpensive due to the small amount required. The certified
PT1000 RTD is the only expensive component; uncertified RTDs cost under e10 (Farnell 2013).
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7.2 Current Status of OTS
Currently all major development of the OTS has been completed. The ﬁnal design
of the EQM and FM hardware is identical to the second revision sensors (Rev2).
Minor changes are replacing the PT100 with a PT1000 RTD, and switching from the
EM’s FWI to a TWI, for connecting the sensors to the MASCOT OBC. The electrical
resistance of the constantan wires is considered in the measurement of TOTS in the
TSM3.
The OTS have been included in the MASCOT baseline design, although only one soil
and one black type sensor will be placed on the bottom side (-z). Production of the
EQM hardware was completed in November 2013; the OTS have been attached to
MASCOT, and connected to the OBC for the upcoming thermal-vacuum, vibration
and drop-tower test campaigns of the entire MASCOT EQM (Figure 7–1).
Figure 7–1: Image of EQM sensors located on the bottom of MASCOT. One soil
(right) and one black (left) type sensor are attached to the SLI wall with
polyester threads. Image courtesy of DLR.
Production of the FM hardware is scheduled for early 2014. The FM sensors will
be equipped with certiﬁed PT1000 RTDs, instead of the identical but non-certiﬁed
sensors used for the EQM.
The two OTS will be used to test the developed attitude determination concepts
during the on-asteroid phase of the MASCOT mission, and to validate the sensors for
possible use in future missions. The collected data will allow determining the actual
stabilization times and estimation errors. The dust-coverage on the sensors and its
impact on the developed concepts will also be investigated, as this can aﬀect the
optical properties of the optical coatings (Gaier 2007; Gaier 2010).
3 If not accounted for, the wire resistance ( 12Ω) would cause a measurement error of approxi-
mately 3K.
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7.3 Alternative use of Sensor
Next to validating the OTS for their use in attitude determination, the temperature
measurements recorded during the MASCOT mission provide additional scientiﬁc
data. The temperature readings of the sensors can be used to determine surface
temperatures of 1999 JU3 during the entire lifetime of MASCOT, as the TSM is
constantly collecting and relaying data for housekeeping.
Sideways facing sensors follow the daily cycle of the asteroid surface temperature,
although with some deviation due to the additional heat exchange between the OTS
and Space (Figure 7–2). Surface temperatures can be derived from the OTS readings,
once the view factors are determined from the orientation of MASCOT. The inﬂuence
of TMSC on the results is hereby minimal.
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Figure 7–2: Temperature readings from sideways facing OTS (shadowed). The OTS
temperature progression accurately represents the daily fluctuations of the sur-
face temperature. Knowledge of the view factors makes it possible to determine
the actual surface temperatures.
Sensors located on the bottom of MASCOT can also be used to determine the
temperature progression on the asteroid surface (Figure 7–3). Hereby, inﬂuence from
MASCOT and initial OTS temperature needs to be considered, as it aﬀects the
isolated soil underneath the sensors. In this orientation the recorded temperatures
can be used to investigate the heat exchange in the asteroid soil.
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Figure 7–3: Bottom OTS temperature readings on the asteroid. The soil is isolated
from other external influences by the OT resting on top of it.
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7.4 Improvement of Current OTS Thermal
Model
While the current thermal model accurately predicts the behavior of the OTS, some
improvements are possible, but at the same time increase its complexity.
One of these improvements is the individual simulation of the MLI-layers in the OTS.
In the current model, adjusted parameters are used to consider the eﬀects of individual
temperatures inside the MLI (increased capacity and 2D heat transfer). Individual
modeling of the conductive heat transfer in each layer, and the radiative heat exchange
between layers can improve the model’s accuracy.
Other improvements are a more detailed simulation of the asteroid environment.
This concerns both the properties of the terrain, and the surface temperatures at the
landing site. Instead of a inﬁnite, ﬂat surface an actual terrain model can provide
a more realistic simulation environment (Figure 7–4). This requires calculation of
surface view factors in MATLAB/SIMULINK, or switching to a thermal simulation
program such as ESATAN. For a fully dynamic simulation of the OTS, both ESATAN
and MATLAB have their limitations, as complex thermal eﬀects including shadow
casting, and view factors, and movement of MASCOT on the asteroid surface during
initial landing and relocation must be considered.
Figure 7–4: Terrain model of the MASCOT landing site on 1999 JU3. Such an envi-
ronment requires a complex calculation of view factors between the OTS and
the asteroid surface. Shadow casting and non-uniform surface temperatures
need to be taken into account as well. Image courtesy of DLR.
In such a model non-uniform surface temperatures must also be considered, depending
on the orientation of individual surfaces to the current position of the Sun. This
further increases the diﬃculty of developing a thermal model to simulate these eﬀects.
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A Data and Graphs
A.1 1999 JU3 – Data
Table A–1: Orbital data of 1999 JU3. Includes Kepler elements, the time of periapsis
in JD2000 fromat and the orbital period.
Parameter Value Unit
semi-major axis a 1.18956 m
eccentricity e 0.19025 –
inclination i 5.88403 deg
longitutde of ascending node Ω 251.61647 deg
argument of periapsis  211.42004 deg
time of periapsis Tperi 2456376.12790 JD2000
orbital period T 473.88929 days
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Figure A–1: Orbit diagram of asteroid 1999 JU3 in the Sun-Earth rotating frame.
An overview of Hayabusa-II’s mission profile is included.
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Figure A–2: Solar ﬂux density at 1999 JU3 during one full orbit. Distance from the
Sun is included for reference.
A.2 Sensor View Factor of Space and Asteroid
Surface
Two view factors are required for the OTS model; one between the sensor and Space,
and one between the sensor and the asteroid surface. The sum of them equals one
and they are identifcal for both the sensor-plate and face-sheet.
An inﬁnite ﬂat surface is assumed for the asteroid, leading to (A–1) for the view
factor between the OTS and the asteroid surface. The OTS is hereby represented
as a ﬁnite surface A, which is tilted by an angle  , relative to the asteroid surface
(Howell 1982).
FSensor Surface =
1  cos  
2
. (A–1)
Anything else seen by the sensor has to be Space, as the sum of both view factors
must equal one:
FSensor Space = 1  FSensor Surface . (A–2)
Figure A–3 shows the view factors as a function of the inclination angle  .
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Figure A–3: View factors of OTS towards Space and the asteroid surface. Symmetry
is visible for inclination angles  between 0 – 90 and 180 – 90 . The sum of
both values always equals one.
The angle  is calculated as the angle between the surface normal of the OTS }nOTS
and the normal of the local asteroid surface }nNWU.
cos  =
}nOTS  }nNWU
 }nOTS   }nNWU 
. (A–3)
}nNWU is always along the NWU-frame’s z-axis ([0, 0, 1]T ). The vector of the OTS
surface normal is ([0, 0, 1]T ) in the sensor-frame. Transformation into the NWU-frame
is performed by a coordinate transformation:
}nOTS = MNWU MSC  MMSC OTS  [0, 0, 1]
T . (A–4)
MMSC OTS describes the sensor’s orientation in the MSC1-frame (ﬁxed); MNWU MSC
describes the transformation from the MSC-frame to the local NWU-frame (changes
with movement of MASCOT).
The simpliﬁcation of a ﬂat, inﬁnite surface is possible because the dimensions of
the OTS and MASCOT are a number of magnitudes below those of 1999 JU3.
While detailed terrain composition (craters, rocks) cannot be accounted for using
this approach, (Müller 2011) suggests a smooth surface with relatively ﬁne particle
sizes2 to be present on 1999 JU3, making the terrain less of an issue.
1 MASCOT
2 assumed particle size lies below 1 cm
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A.3 OTS Hardware Images
Images for the initial hardware, and the new revision one and revision two OTS are
available.
A.3.1 Initial Hardware
Figure A–4: Front and back of the old Orientation Temperature Sensors. The wire
thickness in the sensors causes warping – especially on the backside.
Figure A–5: Thickness of the wire and RTD in the old sensors. The space between
the MLI layers (detachment of glue) causes thermal leaks.
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A.3.2 Rev1 Hardware
Figure A–6: Face-sheet of the Rev1 OTS. The white strips on the FS show the location
of the PSA, used to attach the FS flaps to the back of the sensor. The center
cutout is for the sensor-plate, which is attached to the first MLI-layer.
Figure A–7: Revision one sensor-plate with insulation. The RTD is glued to the center
of the sensor-plate; the wires are attached with Kapton tape.
Figure A–8: Two-layer MLI of the Rev1 sensors. The MLI is held together by the
face-sheet flaps, secured to the back of the OTS with PSA.
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Figure A–9: Face-sheet wrapped around MLI. The perforated MLI and face-sheet flaps
are covered by a final layer of embossed, aluminized Kapton. Wires exit the
OTS through one of the corners.
A.3.3 Rev2 Hardware
Figure A–10: sensor-plate and face-sheet of the Rev2 OTS. The glue around the RTD
provides sufficient electrical insulation of the soldered connections.
Figure A–11: MLI of the Rev2 sensor. The finished sensor thickness over the revision
one hardware is not significantly increased.
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A.4 OTS Hardware Data
Table A–2: Parameters of the Rev1 hardware. All three sensor types are shown.
Parameters are divided into those for sensor-plate, face-sheet, MLI and
wiring.
Sensor-plate: Sun Soil Black
length aSP mm 30 30 30
thickness  SP mm 0.5 0.3 0.3
surface area ASP mm
2 900 900 900
volume VSP mm
3 450 270 270
material density  SP kgm
 3 2700 2700 2700
mass mSP g 1.215 0.729 0.729
thermal capacity CSP JK
 1 1.215 0.729 0.729
thermal conductance  SP Wm
 1K 1 210 210 210
emissivity  SP — 0.3675 0.85 0.92
absorptance  SP — 0.697 0.15 0.92
Face-Sheet: sun soil black
length bFS mm 50 50 50
thickness  FS mm 0.0254 0.0254 0.0254
surface area ASP mm
2 1600 1600 1600
volume VFS mm
3 40.64 40.64 40.64
material density  SP kgm
 3 1420 1420 1420
mass mFS g 0.058 0.058 0.058
thermal capacity CSP JK
 1 0.063 0.063 0.063
thermal conductance  FS Wm
 1K 1 0.12 0.12 0.12
emittance  FS — 0.62 0.62 0.62
absorptance  FS — 0.44 0.39 0.44
MLI & internals: sun soil black
layer emittance  MLI — 0.035 0.035 0.035
number of layers n — 3 3 3
mass mMLI g 0.505 0.505 0.505
effective emittance  eff MLI — 4.45 10
 3 4.45 10 3 4.45 10 3
Wiring: sun soil black
length lwire mm 25 25 25
number of wires Nwire — 4 4 4
diameter dwire mm 0.1 0.1 0.1
cross-section Awire mm
2 3.14 10 2 3.14 10 2 3.14 10 2
thermal conductance  wire Wm
 1K 1 23 23 23
RTD: sun soil black
dimensions — mm 25 25 25
mass mRTD g 23 23 23
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Table A–3: Parameters Rev2 hardware. All three sensor types are shown. Pa-
rameters are divided into those for sensor-plate, face-sheet, MLI and
wiring.
Sensor-Plate: Sun Soil Black
length aSP mm 30 25 25
thickness  SP mm 0.5 0.2 0.2
surface area ASP mm
2 900 625 625
volume VSP mm
3 450 125 125
material density  SP kgm
 3 2700 2700 2700
mass mSP g 1.215 0.338 0.338
thermal capacity CSP JK
 1 1.215 0.338 0.338
thermal conductance  SP Wm
 1K 1 210 210 210
emissivity  SP — 0.3675 0.85 0.82
absorptance  SP — 0.697 0.15 0.90
Face-Sheet: sun soil black
length bFS mm 50 50 50
thickness  FS mm 0.0254 0.0254 0.0254
surface area ASP mm
2 1600 1875 1874
volume VFS mm
3 63.50 47.63 47.63
material density  SP kgm
 3 1420 1420 1420
mass mFS g 0.058 0.068 0.068
thermal capacity CSP JK
 1 0.063 0.074 0.074
thermal conductance  FS Wm
 1K 1 0.12 0.12 0.12
emittance  FS — 082 0.62 0.82
absorptance  FS — 0.90 0.39 0.90
MLI: sun soil black
layer emittance  MLI — 0.035 0.035 0.035
number of layers n — 12 12 12
mass mMLI g 0.775 0.775 0.775
effective emittance  eff MLI — 4.45 10
 3 4.45 10 3 4.45 10 3
Wiring: sun soil black
length lwire mm 25 25 25
number of wires Nwire — 4 4 4
diameter dwire mm 0.1 0.1 0.1
cross-section Awire mm
2 3.14 10 2 3.14 10 2 3.14 10 2
thermal conductance  wire Wm
 1K 1 23 23 23
RTD: sun soil black
dimensions — mm 25 25 25
mass mRTD g 23 23 23
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A.5 Complete OTS Test Data
A.5.1 Temperature Graphs
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Figure A–12: Temperatures during the TVAC2C test with the old OTS hardware.
Attachment is not according to the worst-case scenario. The temperature
measurement/regulation of the MSC imitators via the external R6000 has
not been recorded.
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Figure A–13: Temperatures during the TVAC2A test with the Rev1 OTS. The heater
regulation in the MSCsoil and MSCblack malfunctioned due to wrong PSU
settings.
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Figure A–14: Temperatures during the TVAC2B test with the Rev1 OTS. This test
was performed to reach more accurate steady-state temperatures than those
in the dedicated OTS test (STV-038-OTS), due to the limited time during
that test.
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Figure A–15: Temperatures during the 1D heat-pipe test with the new Rev2 hard-
ware. Only a small, thermostat-cooled shroud was available. The small
temperature difference between OTS and shroud results in only a very small
heat-exchange.
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A.5.2 Shadowed Steady-State Temperatures
Table A–4: Shadowed steady-state temperatures of the old and Rev1 OTS. Data
sorted by sensor-type and temperature of the MASCOT imitator. Attachment
of the OTS to the MASCOT imitator do not represent the worst-case scenario.
OTS ID TMSC [K] TSS [K] Tshroud [K] Test ID
sun-type:
Sunold 203.0
 155.4 79.2 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Sunold 273.0
 188.5 80.2 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Sunold 343.0
 212.1 80.8 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Sunold PT1000 203.0
 165.0 79.2 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Sunold PT1000 273.0
 203.9 80.2 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Sunold PT1000 343.0
 233.9 80.8 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Sun1 203.9 137.1 80.8 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Sun1 273.0 163.9 82.4 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Sun1 343.1 186.3 82.0 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Sun2 203.9 129.2 80.8 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Sun2 273.0 153.4 82.4 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Sun2 343.1 174.8 82.0 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
soil-type:
Soilold 203.0
 147.2 79.2 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Soilold 273.0
 179.0 80.2 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Soilold 343.0
 195.9 80.8 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Soil1 246.4 148.2 80.8 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Soil1 321.6 168.5 82.4 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Soil1 408.5 200.7 82.0 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Soil2 246.4 138.6 80.8 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Soil2 321.6 159.8 82.4 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Soil2 408.5 178.2 82.0 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
black-type:
Blackold 203.0
 140.2 79.2 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Blackold 273.0
 178.5 80.2 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Blackold 343.0
 195.2 80.8 STV-021 (TVAC2C)
Black1 253.7 170.5
 80.8 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Black1 314.5 182.1
 82.4 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Black1 383.1 196.7
 82.0 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Black2 253.7 160.7
 80.8 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Black2 314.5 173.0
 82.4 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
Black2 383.1 188.7
 82.0 STV-033 (TVAC2A)
 Regulated TMSC was not recorded; actual temperature level is unknown.
 Manually recorded Temperature of PT1000, at intervals of 30min.
 Results invalid due to large view factor of un-cooled SI-shutter.
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Table A–5: Steady-state temperatures during the MASCOT heat-pipe test. A
smaller, thermostat cooled shroud was used, with a minimum stable tempera-
ture of -60  C. OTS steady-state temperatures are listed over MSC temperature
levels; Tshroud is included for reference.
TMSC [K] Tshroud [K] TBlack2 [K] TBlack3.1a [K] TBlack3.1b [K] TBlack3.2 [K]
293.0 255.3 256.9 257.4 256.1 257.6
323.0 256.6 259.9 260.7 258.4 260.8
Attachment to MSC imitator only on backside of OTS; not worst-case.
Table A–6: Shadowed steady-state temperatures with an un-cooled shroud. Tem-
peratures are shown for all three Rev1 sensor types with a shroud temperature
of  300K.
TMSC [K] Tshroud [K]
T+MLIBlack1 TBlack2 TSun1 T
+MLI
Sun2 TSoil1 T
+MLI
Soil2
[K] [K] [K] [K] [K] [K]
343.1 299.3 300.8 301.4 302.8 301.9 305.3 301.3
A.5.3 Transition Times
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Figure A–16: Transition of Rev1-v1 OTS from shadowed to illuminated case. Black
sensors have the fastest reaction time; soil sensors the slowest. TMSC has little
influence on the steady-state temperature, and therefore on the transition
time ∆t.
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Table A–7: Rev1-v1 transition times from shadowed to illuminated steady-state.
The black-type sensors show the fastest response-time regarding changes in
illumination; soil-type sensors have the slowest reaction time.
OTS ID
Tshroud TMSC q˙eff TSS start TSS end ∆t
[K] [K] [Wm 2] [K] [K] [s]
sun-type:
Sun1 81.2 209.9 0 1212 159.0 422.2 1320
Sun1 81.0 273.3 0 1212 208.2 421.5 1290
Sun1 80.6 273.4 0 1212 188.8 421.3 1320
Sun1 82.3 343.3 0 1212 228.1 423.4 1230
Sun1 80.5 273.3 0 857 260.8 380.6 1410
Sun1 298.4 343.2 0 857 314.1 412.2 1050
Sun1 299.9 343.2 0 314 303.7 345.1 1290
soil-type:
Soil1 81.2 213.7 0 1205 170.5 269.9 2010
Soil1 81.1 273.3 0 1205 172.7 272.8 1770
Soil1 95.6 343.3 0 1205 226.8 281.8 1470
Soil1 301.7 343.3 0 1164 323.2 344.3 870
black-type:
Black+MLI1 81.6 210.3 0 1262 152.3 382.9 840
Black+MLI1 80.2 273.3 0 1262 174.2 384.0 780
Black+MLI1 80.8 273.3 0 1262 160.9 383.1 780
Black+MLI1 81.1 273.3 0 1262 170.8 383.2 810
Black+MLI1 81.3 343.2 0 1262 185.6 383.9 780
Black+MLI1 297.9 343.2 0 1262 311.3 412.5 540
Black1+MLI 299.9 343.3 0 1219 311.0 410.4 600
Table A–8: Rev1-v1 transition times from illuminated to shadowed steady-state.
Limited data is available due to restricted testing time, and the time needed
to reach shadowed steady-state.
OTS ID
Tshroud TMSC q˙eff TSS start TSS end ∆t
[K] [K] [Wm 2] [K] [K] [s]
sun-type:
Sun1 343.2 298.9 857 0 412.1 302.6 1980
black-type:
Black+MLI1 273.3 80.8 1262 0 384.0 156.1 4140
Black+MLI1 343.2 298.9 892 0 388.5 300.8 990
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Table A–9: Rev1-v1 transition times between diﬀerent illuminated states. Transition
to steady-states with lower power flux generally requires more time.
OTS ID
Tshroud TMSC q˙eff TSS start TSS end ∆t
[K] [K] [Wm 2] [K] [K] [s]
sun-type:
Sun1 86.9 273.3 857 1171 381.5 417.6 750
Sun1 301.3 343.3 1171 1212 444.3 448.4 150
Sun1 300.7 343.3 314 1171 350.8 443.9 900
Sun1 301.7 343.2 1212 314 448.0 355.0 1170
black-type:
Black1+MLI 81.2 273.3 892 1219 350.5 380.3 450
Black+MLI1 81.2 273.3 1219 892 379.8 350.1 510
Black+MLI1 80.5 273.3 1291 892 380.2 351.4 540
Black+MLI1 86.9 273.3 892 327 349.8 265.4 1260
Black+MLI1 298.4 343.3 1262 892 411.5 388.6 360
Black+MLI1 300.7 343.2 1219 327 405.0 337.7 720
Table A–10: Rev1-v1 transition times between diﬀerent illuminated states. Transi-
tion to steady-states with lower power flux generally requires more time.
OTS ID
Tshroud TMSC q˙eff TSS start TSS end ∆t
[K] [K] [Wm 2] [K] [K] [s]
sun-type:
Sun+MLI2 86.9 273.3 857 1171 382.8 421.8 750
Sun+MLI2 301.3 343.3 1171 1212 447.8 450.6 60
Sun+MLI2 300.7 343.3 314 1171 342.5 447.4 900
Sun+MLI2 301.7 343.2 1212 314 450.2 346.2 1260
black-type:
Black2 81.2 273.3 892 1219 346.8 376.1 420
Black2 81.2 273.3 1219 892 377.5 346.6 510
Black2 80.5 273.3 1291 892 376.1 345.5 540
Black2 86.9 273.3 892 327 344.9 252.5 1320
Black2 298.4 343.3 1262 892 408.2 383.8 360
Black2 300.7 343.2 1219 327 403.6 331.1 690
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A.6 Simulation Data
A.6.1 Model Parameters of OTS
Table A–11: Parameters used for simulation of the Rev1 sensors. All three sensor
types are shown. Parameters are divided into those for sensor-plate, face-
sheet, MLI and wiring; parameters that have been adapted from the analytic
values are marked red.
Sensor-plate: Sun Soil Black
length aSP mm 30 30 30
thickness  SP mm 0.6 0.5 0.5
surface area ASP mm
2 900 900 900
volume VSP mm
3 540 450 450
material density  SP kgm
 3 2700 2700 2700
mass mSP g 1.458 1.215 1.215
specific heat capacity cp SP J kg
 1 K 1 f(T ) f(T ) f(T )
thermal conductance  SP Wm
 1K 1 210 210 210
emittance  SP — 0.3675 0.85 0.92
absorptance  SP — 0.697 0.15 0.92
Face-Sheet: sun soil black
length bFS mm 50 50 50
thickness  FS mm 0.0254 7 0.0254 7 0.0254 7
surface area ASP mm
2 1600 1600 1600
volume VFS mm
3 280.42 280.42 280.42
material density  SP kgm
 3 1420 1420 1420
mass mFS g 0.398 0.398 0.398
specific heat capacity cp SP J kg
 1 K 1 1090 1090 1090
thermal conductance  FS Wm
 1K 1 0.12 0.12 0.12
emittance  FS — 0.82 0.62 0.82
absorptance  FS — 0.9 0.39 0.9
MLI: sun soil black
effective emittance§  eff MLI — 4.45 10
 3 4.45 10 3 4.45 10 3
Wiring: sun soil black
length lwire mm 50 50 50
number of wires Nwire — 4 4 4
diameter dwire mm 0.1 0.1 0.1
total cross-section Awire mm
2 3.14 10 2 3.14 10 2 3.14 10 2
thermal conductance  wire Wm
 1K 1 23 23 23
 adapted thermal capacity of sensor to adjust reaction time of OTS.
 constant value of  900Wm 1K 1; actual value according to Figure A–17
 2D transfer to SP not only through FS-layer, but also through part of MLI.
§ value of 1.37 10 3 is used when 10-layer MLI-package is attached.
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Table A–12: Parameters used for simulation of the EQM/FM sensors. All three
sensor types are shown. Parameters are divided into those for sensor-plate,
face-sheet, MLI and wiring; parameters that have been adapted from the
analytic values are marked red.
Sensor-Plate: Sun Soil Black
length aSP mm 25 25 25
thickness  SP mm 0.6 0.3 0.3
surface area ASP mm
2 625 625 625
volume VSP mm
3 375 187.5 187.5
material density  SP kgm
 3 2700 2700 2700
mass mSP g 1.013 0.506 0.506
specific heat capacity cp SP J kg
 1 K 1 f(T ) f(T ) f(T )
thermal conductance  SP Wm
 1K 1 210 210 210
emittance  SP — 0.3675 0.85 0.82
absorptance  SP — 0.697 0.15 0.9
Face-Sheet: sun soil black
length bFS mm 50 50 50
thickness  FS mm 0.0254 6 0.0254 6 0.0254 6
surface area ASP mm
2 1875 1875 1875
volume VFS mm
3 285.75 285.75 285.75
material density  SP kgm
 3 1420 1420 1420
mass mFS g 0.406 0.406 0.406
specific heat capacity cp SP J kg
 1 K 1 1090 1090 1090
thermal conductance  FS Wm
 1K 1 0.12 0.12 0.12
emittance  FS — 0.82 0.62 0.82
absorptance  FS — 0.9 0.39 0.9
MLI: sun soil black
effective emittance  eff MLI — 1.37 10
 3 1.37 10 3 1.37 10 3
Wiring: sun soil black
length lwire mm 50 50 50
number of wires Nwire — 2 2 2
diameter dwire mm 0.1 0.1 0.1
total cross-section Awire mm
2 1.57 10 2 1.57 10 2 1.57 10 2
thermal conductance  wire Wm
 1K 1 23 23 23
 adapted thermal capacity of sensor to adjust reaction time of OTS.
 constant value of  900Wm 1K 1; actual value according to Figure A–17
 2D transfer to SP not only through FS-layer, but also through part of MLI.
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Figure A–17: Temperature dependent thermal capacity cp of aluminum. Used to
determine sensor-plate capacity based on current temperature (Jensen 1966).
A.6.2 Test Comparison
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Figure A–18: Simulation of black-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test
(day1). Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the
recorded data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
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states (○), sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are
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Figure A–19: Simulation of black-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test
(day2). Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the
recorded data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-
states (○), sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are
marked.
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Figure A–20: Simulation of black-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test
(day3). Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the
recorded data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-
states (○), sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are
marked.
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Figure A–21: Simulation of soil-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test
(day1).Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the
recorded data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-
states (○), sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are
marked.
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Figure A–22: Simulation of soil-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day2).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–23: Simulation of soil-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day3).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–24: Simulation of sun-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day1).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–25: Simulation of sun-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test
(day2).Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the
recorded data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-
states (○), sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are
marked.
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Figure A–26: Simulation of sun-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day3).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–27: Simulation of black-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test
(day1).Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the
recorded data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-
states (○), sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are
marked.
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Figure A–28: Simulation of black-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test
(day2). Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the
recorded data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-
states (○), sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are
marked.
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Figure A–29: Simulation of black-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test
(day3). Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the
recorded data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-
states (○), sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are
marked.
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Figure A–30: Simulation of soil-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day1).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–31: Simulation of soil-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day2).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–32: Simulation of soil-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day3).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–33: Simulation of sun-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test
(day1).Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the
recorded data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-
states (○), sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are
marked.
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Figure A–34: Simulation of sun-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day2).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–35: Simulation of sun-type OTS sensors during the STV–038 test (day3).
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–36: Simulation of black-type OTS sensors during the STV–040 test.
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–37: Simulation of sun-type OTS sensors during the STV–040 test.Points
of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded data
is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–38: Simulation of black-type OTS sensors during the STV–045 test.
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–39: Simulation of black-type OTS sensors during the STV–045 test.
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–40: Simulation of black-type OTS sensors during the STV–045 test.
Points of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded
data is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–41: Simulation of soil-type OTS sensors during the STV–045 test. Points
of interest are marked. The ∆T between simulation and the recorded data
is shown, as are the individual heat flow rates
 
q˙. Steady-states (○),
sideways illumination(○), and outside SI-beam (○) cases are marked.
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Figure A–42: Steady-state temperature of sun-type OTS, oriented towards space.
Temperatures are shown for different Sun angles  Sun and TMSC. Lines
represent a difference in temperature of 5K.
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Figure A–43: Sun-type OTS (top) steady-state temperatures for large  Sun. The
range of  Sun between 80
 and 90 from Figure A–42 is shown. Lines rep-
resent a difference in temperature of 5K.
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Figure A–44: Steady-state temperature of soil-type OTS, oriented towards space.
Temperatures are shown for different Sun angles  Sun and TMSC. Lines
represent a difference in temperature of 5K.
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Figure A–45: Soil-type OTS (top) steady-state temperatures for large  Sun. The
range of  Sun between 80
 and 90 from Figure A–44 is shown. Lines rep-
resent a difference in temperature of 5K.
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Figure A–46: Steady-state temperature of sun-type OTS, on illuminated side. Tem-
peratures are shown for different Sun angles  Sun and TMSC. The surface
temperature is constant at 372.0K. Lines are shown for every 5K.
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Figure A–47: Steady-state temperature of soil-type OTS, on illuminated side. Tem-
peratures are shown for different Sun angles  Sun and TMSC. The surface
temperature is constant at 372.0K. Lines are shown for every 5K.
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Figure A–48: Steady-state temperature of sun-type OTS, on shadowed sides. Tem-
peratures are shown under different Sun angles  Sun and TMSC. The surface
temperature is constant at 372.0K. Lines are shown for every 1K.
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Figure A–49: Steady-state temperature of soil-type OTS, on shadowed sides. Tem-
peratures are shown under different Sun angles  Sun and TMSC. The surface
temperature is constant at 372.0K. Lines are shown for every 1K.
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Figure A–50: Temperature progression of a sun-type OTS facing the asteroid sur-
face. The initial sensor temperature significantly influences the temperature
progression of the OTS due to the isolation, provided by the soil.
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Figure A–51: Temperature progression of a soil-type OTS facing the asteroid sur-
face. The initial sensor temperature significantly influences the temperature
progression of the OTS due to the isolation, provided by the soil.
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Figure A–52: On-asteroid simulation of CL02 case (TMSC=273K, low Tinit,  =0
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–53: On-asteroid simulation of CL02 case (TMSC=343K, low Tinit,  =0
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–54: On-asteroid simulation of CL02 case (TMSC=273K, high Tinit,  =0
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–55: On-asteroid simulation of CL02 case (TMSC=343K, high Tinit,  =0
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–56: On-asteroid simulation of CL02 case (TMSC=273K, low Tinit,  =45
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–57: On-asteroid simulation of CL02 case (TMSC=343K, low Tinit,  =45
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–58: On-asteroid simulation of CL02 case (TMSC=273K, high Tinit,  =45
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–59: On-asteroid simulation of CL02 case (TMSC=343K, high Tinit,  =45
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–60: On-asteroid simulation of CL03 case (TMSC=273K, low Tinit,  =0
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–61: On-asteroid simulation of CL03 case (TMSC=343K, low Tinit,  =0
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–62: On-asteroid simulation of CL03 case (TMSC=273K, high Tinit,  =0
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–63: On-asteroid simulation of CL03 case (TMSC=343K, high Tinit,  =0
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–64: On-asteroid simulation of CL03 case (TMSC=273K, low Tinit,  =45
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–65: On-asteroid simulation of CL03 case (TMSC=343K, low Tinit,  =45
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–66: On-asteroid simulation of CL03 case (TMSC=273K, high Tinit,  =45
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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Figure A–67: On-asteroid simulation of CL03 case (TMSC=343K, high Tinit,  =45
 ).
All three sensor types on all six sides of MASCOT are simulated for the first
hour after landing.
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B Asteroid Soil Model
B.1 Soil Model Overview
This soil model has been developed to simulate the heat transfer in the upper layers
of an asteroid, and predict the behavior of the asteroid surface temperature Tsurf of
1999 JU3; this is required for simulating the heat exchange between the asteroid and
the Orientation Temperature Sensors. The initial soil temperatures at the start of
the MASCOT mission can also be acquired using this model. The calculations shown
here are based on data provided by the DLR, and a simpliﬁed version of (Pilorget
2011); constant material properties are hereby used for the density  , conductance
 , and capacity cp of the asteroid soil.
OTS
soilbnodebn
soilbnodebkb(kb=b1,..,n-1)
surfacebnodeb(zerobcapacity)cp =b0
cp·ρ·δk
solarbflux
Spacebbackground
Tk
Tsurf
Tn
λ/d0→1
λ/dn-1→bn
cp·ρ·δn
Figure B–1: Schematic of the one-dimensional soil model. The heat exchange occurs
between a number of layers n. The cross pattern marks adiabatic surfaces on
the bottom of the deepest layer, and the sides of all layers.
The basic setup of the model is shown in Figure B–1. It consists of a number of soil
layers n located on top of each other. Between two layers (A and B), one-dimansional,
conductive heat transfer occurs:
Q˙A B =
 
dA B
 (TA  TB) (B–1)
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The conductance  is deﬁned by the thermal inertia Γ according to (B–2), with   cp
= 106 Jm 3 K 1.
Γ =
 
  cp (B–2)
dA B is the distance between the nodes of the two layers. QA B has the dimension
of Wm 2 due to the one dimensional soil model.
The depth of each layer node dk is determined by (B–3), the layer boundary depth
zk by (B–4); both equations provide a logarithmic distribution.
dk = 2  10
 4  2k 1.5 k = 1, . . . , n (B–3)
zk = 2  10
 4  2k 1 k = 1, . . . , n (B–4)
Based on the node depths (dk, dk+1), and the depth of the layer boundary (zk), the
distance between the two nodes k and k + 1 can be calculated:
dk k+1 = zk  dk + dk+1  zk (B–5)
For 1999 JU3, a 13 soil layer model with an additional surface layer is used (Figure
B–2).
Figure B–2: Schematic of the 14 layer soil and surface model. The node and boundary
depths are listed, as is the thickness of each individual layer (in meters). An
arithmetic node with zero capacity and thickness is used for the surface.
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For any layer k with 1 < k  n  1 the heat transfer equation is
cp     k  
 Tk
 t
=
 
dk 1 k
 (Tk 1  Tk) +
 
dk k+1
 (Tk+1  Tk) (B–6)
Heat exchange with both the upper (k 1) and lower soil layer (k+1) is considered.
The soil properties, thermal conductance  , heat capacity cp, and density  , are
considered to be identical for all layers.
Due to the adiabatic side of the deepest layer n, its heat transfer equation only
considers heat exchange with the upper layer (n  1):
cp     n  
 Tn
 t
=
 
dn 1 n
 (Tn 1  Tn) (B–7)
The asteroid surface is represented by an arithmetic node; it has a capacity and
thickness of zero. While the heat transfer equation of the ﬁrst soil layer and surface
is identical to (B–6):
cp     k  
 T1
 t
=
 
dsurf  1
 (Tsurf  T1) +
 
d1 2
 (T2  T1) (B–8)
the heat transfer in the surface node itself is described as
0 =
 
dsurf  1
 (T1  Tsurf) + Q˙external (B–9)
Q˙external is the sum of the external inﬂuences on the surface. This can be the impact
form the solar ﬂux and Space background radiation:
Q˙external = q˙Sun  cos Sun   Ast +    Ast  (T
4
CBR  T
4
surf) (B–10)
or the heat exchange with the OTS when it is lying directly on top of the asteroid
surface:
Q˙external =   
1
  1Ast +  
 1
OTS  1
 (T 4OTS  T
4
surf) + kcontact  (TOTS  TSurf) (B–11)
In case of contact with the OTS, the surface area of the sensor AOTS needs to be
included in the soil and surface equations (B–6),(B–7),(B–8),(B–9). In other cases,
a surface area of 1m2 can be assumed, making its inclusion unnecessary.
The soil simulation model is available as a standalone MATLAB function, and as a
SIMULINK block; this allows a direct implementation into the OTS simulation model
(Chapter 2).
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B.2 Long-Term Simulations
Next to its use during the OTS simulation, the soil model is able to perform long-term
simulations of the temperature progression in the asteroid soil at a speciﬁc location.
The dynamic orbital model of 1999 JU3, provided by DLR, is hereby used to take
care of the required coordinate transformation of the Sun vector into the local NWU-
frame, located at speciﬁc coordinates on the asteroid (Schlotterer 2012). Given a
set of initial temperature in the soil layers (Figure B–1), the model can be used to
simulate an extended period of time, until a periodic steady-state is reached; the
temperatures in the soil layers should hereby repeat with a period of one full asteroid
orbit Torb.
Table B–1: Initial temperatures of the asteroid surface and soil layers. The tempera-
tures have been provided by DLR, and are used as starting point for long-term
simulations of the asteroid soil.
Node
CL02 Temperature [K] CL03 Temperature [K]
Γ=67 Γ=250 Γ=500 Γ=67 Γ=250 Γ=500
surface 387.56 371.58 352.01 272.33 242.74 222.72
layer 1 384.37 370.87 351.71 269.88 242.30 222.58
layer 2 381.18 370.15 351.42 267.43 241.85 222.44
layer 3 374.84 368.73 350.82 262.58 240.96 222.16
layer 4 362.34 365.90 349.65 253.16 239.21 221.60
layer 5 338.51 360.32 347.32 235.66 235.81 220.52
layer 6 297.86 349.51 342.77 207.58 229.43 218.42
layer 7 252.59 329.67 334.13 181.28 218.37 214.51
layer 8 251.83 298.71 318.84 181.32 202.93 207.89
layer 9 253.71 271.79 296.58 177.76 192.02 198.94
layer 10 248.63 273.76 279.91 168.64 191.28 192.81
layer 11 239.18 273.40 282.49 160.01 185.33 191.45
layer 12 223.48 268.43 281.24 164.83 175.26 185.63
layer 13 203.19 259.21 275.82 187.66 166.59 176.65
With the initial starting temperatures from Table B–1, 5 year long simulations are
run for all cases, consisting of two diﬀerent landing sites/dates, and three diﬀerent
thermal intertia Γ.. Figure B–3 shows the results of these simulations for the CL02
hot-case with thermal inertia of 67, 250, and 500 J s 1/2m 2 K 1; Figure B–3 shows
the same simulations for the CL03 cold-case. Temperatures during local noon for the
13 soil layers and the asteroid surface are shown. The solar power ﬂux density and
range of the Sun elevation  at the simulated location on the asteroid is provided for
reference.
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Figure B–3: Long-term simulation of asteroid temperatures for the CL02 hot-case.
The plots show the temperatures at local noon over a period of 5 years, for a
Γ of 50, 250 and 500 J s 1/2m 2 K 1.
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Figure B–4: Long-term simulation of asteroid temperatures for the CL03 hot-case.
The plots show the temperatures at local noon over a period of 5 years, for a
Γ of 50, 250 and 500 J s 1/2m 2 K 1.
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The steady increase of the lower layer temperatures in Figure B–4 for the low thermal
inertia case (Γ=67 J s 1/2m 2 K 1) suggests that the initially provided soil temper-
atures are not correct; otherwise the temperatures would remain stable during each
orbital cycle, as seen in Figure B–31. For the higher thermal inertia the initial error
in the soil temperatures disappears relatively fast as the conductance in the soil is
higher; in the low Γ-case the soil acts as a very good insulator.
Once a periodic steady-state is reached, the temperatures of the soil during local
noon are noted in Table B–2. For the CL02 case, the initially provided temperatures
already represent a periodic steady-state.
Table B–2: Soil and surface temperatures obtained form long-term simulations.
Calculated temperatures for all initially provided cases are shown. All values,
except for CL03,Γ=65 were obtained from the simulation of a 5-year period.
Node
CL02 Temperature [K] CL03 Temperature [K]
Γ=67 Γ=250 Γ=500 Γ=67 Γ=250 Γ=500
surface 389.89 372.01 354.13 331.22 307.32 294.58
layer 1 386.86 371.32 353.86 329.43 306.93 294.44
layer 2 383.84 370.63 353.58 327.64 306.55 294.31
layer 3 377.83 369.25 353.03 324.09 305.78 294.03
layer 4 365.97 366.51 351.94 317.10 304.26 293.48
layer 5 343.23 361.11 349.77 303.74 301.28 292.40
layer 6 304.01 350.63 345.53 280.83 295.57 290.30
layer 7 258.49 331.33 337.45 254.72 285.31 286.34
layer 8 255.03 300.87 323.01 257.78 269.95 279.43
layer 9 253.81 273.57 301.63 267.64 258.91 269.77
layer 10 243.24 275.27 285.53 276.37 268.57 264.38
layer 11 225.60 270.93 289.71 278.51 280.71 272.29
layer 12 206.91 258.72 289.54 254.55 297.10 281.12
layer 13 210.76 240.78 286.95 214.39 314.45 291.42
 10 year simulation period required to reach periodically reoccurring temperatures.
The resulting soil and surface temperatures in Figure B–2 are used as initial temper-
ature in the soil model for the simulation of the OTS during the on-asteroid phase of
the MASCOT mission (Chapter 5.3).
1 Analysis showed that a possible explanation is latitude of N66.84 instead of S66.84 for the
landing site; this corresponds to a switched sign in the code.
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B.3 Short-Term Simulation
Next to the periodic long-term cycle of the temperatures, a much shorter day-night
cycle also exists. The speed of this cycle aﬀects the surface and upper soil layers, but
does not reach deeper into the asteroid. The exact depth of its inﬂuence depends
on the soil’s thermal inertia; given a constant heat capacity, a high thermal inertia
suggests high conductance, and therefore a deeper reach. The progression of soil
and surface temperature during this daily cycle is shown in Figure B–5; it provides
an insight into the behavior of surface and soil temperatures during the on-asteroid
simulation of the OTS.
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Figure B–5: Surface and soil temperatures during the day-night cycle on 1999 JU3.
The CL02 case is shown for a thermal inertia of 67 J s 1/2m 2 K 1. While
the upper layers react strongly to this cycle, deeper layers react more slowly,
or remain completely unaffected.
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